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Chapter 3 
 

1)   Why do we expect a good that is abundant to have zero price? 

Ans: When a good is abundant, there will be excess supply of it.  We expect markets to correct 

conditions of excess supply through a downward movement in price.  But abundance means that this 

correction is not possible, so the price must be zero. 
 

 

2)   Is tap water a free good? 

Ans: We do not pay for tap water when we turn on the tap, but in some supply systems personal use 

is metered, so that payment is collected after use; in other places, there will be a fixed charge for 

water supply.  Generally, even if it is free at point of use, there will have to be some method of 

collecting revenue to meet costs of supply. 
 

 

3)   Amanda’s consumption bundle consists of quantities of beans and chickpeas. Define the 

opportunity cost of beans that she faces. 

Ans: This is the rate at which Amanda must give up consumption of chickpeas in order to fund 

consumption of beans. 
 

 

4)   Suppose that Amanda is able to spend m = 48. The price of 1kg of beans, pb = 6, and the cost of 

1kg of chickpeas, pc = 4.  Amanda currently buys the consumption bundle (b, c) = (4, 4).  What 

would you consider to be her opportunity cost of beans? 

Ans: Note that the acquisition cost A(4, 4) = 40, so that Amanda can increase consumption of beans 

without reducing consumption of chickpeas.  Her opportunity cost is therefore zero. 
 

 

5)   Suppose that the price of beans increases to pb1 = 8. Sketch a diagram showing Amanda’s 

affordability constraint before and after the price change. 

Ans: In a diagram with consumption of beans on the horizontal and consumption of chickpeas on the 

vertical axis, the initial affordability constraint is a line joining (8, 0) and (0, 12). After the price 

change, the budget constraint becomes the line joining (6, 0) and (0, 12). 
 

 

6)   Assume that Amanda buys the same consumption bundle (4, 4) before and after the price change. 

What happens to her opportunity cost of beans? 

Ans: Before the price change, Amanda’s affordability constraint is not binding, so the opportunity 

cost might be considered to be zero. After the price change, her consumption bundle lies on the 

affordability constraint, so her opportunity cost is the rate at which she gives up consumption of 

chickpeas for beans, which is the ratio of prices,  
 pb    2 . 

c 

 

 
 
 

7)   Explain why we consider the affordable set for Amanda to be weakly convex. 

Ans: We define a convex set as one in which a line segment joining any two elements of the set lies 

entirely within the set.  For Amanda, the affordable set is triangular.  We note that on the



affordability constraint, the line joining two points is the constraint – the boundary of the set.  So the 

set just meets the requirement for convexity, and is weakly convex. 
 

 

8)   Suppose that after the price change, Amanda is able to spend an amount m = 60.  She continues to 

buy equal quantities of beans and chickpeas.  What consumption bundle will she acquire if she 

spends her whole budget? 

Ans: With pb = 4 and pc = 8, and b = c, the acquisition cost pbb + pcc = (8 + 4)c = 12c = 60. So b = c = 5. 
 

 

9)   Suppose that Amanda has an initial endowment of 8kg of beans (and no chickpeas). Explain why 

this is equivalent to having an initial endowment, m = 48, and explain the effect of the increase in 

price from pb = 6 to pb1= 8 on her affordable set. 

Ans: At the initial prices, the endowment (8, 0) lies on the affordability constraint for m = 48. This is 

the monetary value of the endowment, given the prices of the goods.  Following the increase in price, 

beans become relatively more valuable, and in a diagram showing consumption of beans on the 

horizontal and consumption of chickpeas on the vertical axis, the affordability constraint rotates 

clockwise around the intersection with the horizontal axis.  The price increase means that Amanda 

can purchase consumption bundles that would otherwise be unaffordable. 
 

 

10) Suppose that Amanda has an initial endowment of 4kg of beans and 6kg of chickpeas.  Explain 

why this is equivalent to having an initial endowment, m = 48, and explain the effect of the 

increase in price from pb = 6 to pb1= 8 on her affordable set. 

Ans: At the initial prices, the endowment (4, 6) lies on the affordability constraint for m = 48. This is 

the monetary value of the endowment, given the prices of the goods.  Following the increase in price, 

beans become relatively more valuable, and in a diagram showing consumption of beans on the 

horizontal and consumption of chickpeas on the vertical axis, the affordability constraint rotates 

clockwise around initial endowment point. If Amanda wants to purchase chickpeas with beans, she 

can buy more after the price change, but if she wants to purchase beans with chickpeas, she can 

afford less.
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Chapter 3 

 
X3.1      What  are the opportunity  costs  of visiting  a free public  museum  (such  as the  
National 

Gallery or the British Museum if you are in the UK)? 

Since there are no financial costs, the opportunity cost is mainly the time spent travelling 
plus the costs of travel that would not otherwise be incurred. 

 
X3.2      What are the opportunity costs of completing a university degree? 

The direct costs (in terms  of fees) plus the cost of the effort spent  working,  which  

would otherwise  have  been  available  for  leisure,  plus  the  wages  foregone  from  not  

being  in employment (less the cost of effort required to obtain wages).  We should not 
count the cost of financing consumption. 

 
X3.3      What are the opportunity costs of reading this chapter? 

Time and effort that could be used for other 
purposes. 

 
X3.4      What is the opportunity cost of money? 

Money is held to be spent on other goods and services – so while held as money, it is 

not financing consumption. 

 
X3.5      Estimate the opportunity cost of a litre of milk in terms of litres of petrol. 

Petrol is currently sold in the UK for about £1.12 per litre; milk is sold for about £0.45; 
the opportunity cost of 1 litre of petrol is approximately 2.5 litres of milk. 

 
X3.6      For each of the following situations, sketch graphs showing the budget constraints and 

the affordable set. 
a)   The price of a loaf of bread is £1.20; the price of cheese is £6.00 per kilogram; income 
is 

£30. 

The constraint is a downward sloping straight line. The affordable set is a triangle, bounded 
by the axes and the constraint.   Showing consumption of bread (in loaves) on the horizontal 

axis and consumption  of cheese (in kg) on the vertical axis, the intercept on the horizontal 
axis is (25, 0) and the intercept on the vertical axis is (0, 5). 

 
b)   Prices are £1.50 and £9.00; income is £27. 

As for part a), but with the intercept on the horizontal axis at (18, 0) and on the vertical 

axis at (0, 3). 

 
c)    Prices are £1.40 and £9.80; income is £39.20. 

As for part a), but with the intercept on the horizontal axis at (28, 0) and on the vertical 

axis at (0, 4). 

 
X3.7      Consider these three cases: 

(1)  prices pb = 1.5 and pc = 7.5, with money available to finance consumption, m = 

30; (2)  pb = 2, pc = 12, m = 24; and 
(3)  pb = 4, pc = 16, m = 40. 

a)   Write down expressions for the acquisition cost, A, for bundle (b, c) and the 
budget constraint, C, for which A(b, c) = m. 

(1)  Acquisition cost, A: A(b, c) = 1.5b + 7.5c; constraint, C: A(b, c)  = 30; or b + 5c = 

20. (2)  Acquisition cost, A: A(b, c) = 2b + 12c; constraint, C: A(b, c)  = 24; or b + 6c 

= 12. 
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(3)  Acquisition cost, A: A(b, c) = 4b + 16c; constraint, C: A(b, c) = 40; or b + 4c = 
10.
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b)   Sketch separate diagrams showing the budget set, B, and the budget constraint, C. 

Budget constraints downward sloping straight lines, and budget sets triangles 
bounded by the constraints and the axes. 

(1)  With consumption of bread measured on the horizontal axis and consumption of 

cheese measured on the horizontal axis, the intercepts of the constraint are (20, 0) 

and (0, 4). 

(2)  As in (1), but with the intercepts of the constraint at (12, 0) and (0, 

2). (3)  As in (1), but with the intercepts of the constraint at (10, 0) and 
(0, 2.5). 

 
c)    Confirm that that the budget sets in cases (2) and (3) are subsets of the budget set in case 

(1). 

The intercepts given by the budget constraint in case (2) lie closer to the origin than 

those in case (1); the budget constraint in case (2) therefore lies wholly within the 
affordable set for case (1).  The same is true for the budget constraint in case (3). 

 
X3.8      Show the effect on the budget sets in your diagrams of an increase in the money 

available to finance consumption, to: (a) m1 = 36;  (b) m1 = 40;  and (c) m1 = 60. 

The constraint shifts out, with the shape of the budget set remaining exactly the same, 

but with the constraint now intercepting the horizontal and vertical axes at (a) (24, 0) 
and (0, 
4.8); 

(b) (20, 0) and 0, 10 ; and (c) (15, 0) and (0, 3.75). 

 
X3.9      Using the diagrams in X3.8, demonstrate that the acquisition function is convex. 

A triangular affordable set is always convex.  If we choose any two consumption bundles 

that are affordable then all consumption bundles that lie on the line segment joining 

them are 

also affordable, and indeed in the interior of the affordable set. 

Choosing two consumption bundles on the boundary of the affordable set, then the line 
running between these bundles is the budget constraint, and all bundles on the constraint 

are just affordable. 

 
X3.10    Suppose that a person with income m1 only uses m0 to finance consumption.  What 

difficulties might this pose for calculating the opportunity cost of bread?  How would 

your answer differ if income received today was also used to finance consumption 
tomorrow? What if goods other than bread and cheese could be chosen? 

We define the opportunity cost of bread in terms of the amount of cheese that has to 

be given up in order to finance the consumption of more bread.  Spending only m0, this 

person can increase consumption of both bread and cheese: there is no opportunity 

cost. 

If we allow spending to take place tomorrow as well as today, then the difference 
between income and expenditure will be savings, which can be used to finance 

expenditure tomorrow. The opportunity cost of expenditure today is then expenditure 

that has to be foregone tomorrow. 

Lastly, if other goods are available, then if expenditure on these other goods is m1 – m0, 

then all income is used to finance consumption, and the opportunity cost is properly 

defined. 

 
X3.11    In Figure 3.5b, we show a situation in which the price of a kilogram of cheese falls from 
pc 

 2
 

to  3 pc  . Calculate the effect: 

a)   on someone who only buys bread; 
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There is no change in the cost of the preferred bundle. 
b)   on someone who only buys cheese; 

This person can now increase consumption of cheese by 50%. 

c)    on the opportunity cost of bread. 

The opportunity cost of bread increases by 50%.
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X3.12    In Figure 3.5c, we show a situation in which the money available to finance consumption, 

m, increases by 25%.  Repeat X3.11. 
a)   Someone buying bread only can increase consumption by 

25%. b)   Someone buying cheese only can increase consumption 
by 25%. c)    The opportunity price of bread does not change. 

 
X3.13    Why might we consider that a price increase makes someone worse off, while a price 

fall makes someone better off? 

With a price increase, consumption bundles that were previously affordable become 

unaffordable.  If all money is being spent, then the consumption bundle that was 

originally purchased is one of those.  Since well-being is derived from consumption in 

our model, the reduction in consumption after a price increase makes this person worse 

off. 

Reversing the argument, with a price fall, consumption bundles that were previously 

unaffordable become affordable.  If all money is being spent, then the consumption 
bundle that was originally purchased will lie in the interior of the new affordable set.  

Since well- being is derived from consumption in our model, the opportunity to increase 
consumption of all goods will make this person better off. 

 
X3.14    Sketch graphs showing the budget constraints and the affordable set before and 

after prices and income change.  State how the relative prices of bread and cheese 

change. 

a)   Initially, pb  = 1.20, pc  = 6.00, and m = 30.  After price and income changes, pb  = 1.50, pc  

= 
6.00, and m = 36. 

Measuring consumption of bread on the horizontal and consumption of cheese on the 

vertical axes, all budget constraints are downward sloping straight lines, with slope   
 pb       

equal to the 

opportunity  cost of bread; intercept on the bread (horizontal)  axis    m  ,0; and intercept 

on 
b 

the cheese (vertical) axis 0 ,  m  . 
c 

Here, initially, the relative price is 0.2, and the intercepts are at (25, 0) and (0, 5).  After 

the price  changes  the relative  price  is 0.25 and the intercepts  are at (24, 0) and (0,  6).   

The relative price of bread has increased. 

 
b)   Initially, pb  = 1.50, pc  = 9.00, and m = 27.  After price and income changes, pb  = 1.80, pc  

= 
12.00, and m = 27. 

Here, initially, the relative price is  1  , and the intercepts are at (18, 0) and (0, 3).   After 

the price changes the relative price is 0.15 and the intercepts are at (15, 0) and (0, 

2.25).   The 

relative  price  of  bread  has  fallen  slightly  (and  the  relative  price  of  cheese  has  
increased 
slightly. 

 
c)    Initially, pb = 1.40, pc = 9.80, and m = 39.20.  After price and income changes, pb = 1.20, pc  

= 
8.40, and m = 37.80. 

Here, initially, the relative price is    1  , and the intercepts are at (28, 0) and (0, 4).  After 
the 
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 1price changes  the relative  price is   

7 

relative price of bread is 
unchanged. 

and the intercepts  are at (31.5, 0) and (0, 4.5).   
The

 

X3.15    Suppose that both the price of bread and the price of cheese, pb and pc, rise by 10%, 

and the amount of money available to finance consumption, m, also increases by 

10%. Demonstrate that the budget set is the same before and after the price rise. 
Initially, the budget constraint may be written pbb + pcc = m.  After prices and 
money available to finance consumption, 1.1pbb + 1.1pcc = 1.1m; but dividing 
through by the
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common factor of 1.1, we obtain the equation of the original budget constraint.  Since 

the boundary of the affordable set does not change, the whole affordable set also 
does not change. 

 
X3.16    Sketch diagrams showing the budget constraint for someone with the given 

endowments, given the opportunity cost of cheese: 

a)   Endowment: 12 loaves of bread plus 3 kg of cheese, where 1 kg of cheese can be traded 
for 

3 loaves. 
The budget constraint is a downward  sloping straight line passing through the  
endowment 

 1point (12, 3) with  
slope 

   .   Measuring  consumption  of bread on the horizontal  axis  
and

consumption of cheese on the vertical axis, the intercepts are at (21, 0) and (0, 7). 

 
b)   Endowment: 20 loaves of bread plus 2 kg of cheese, where 1 kg of cheese can be traded 
for 

8 loaves. 
The budget constraint is a downward  sloping straight line passing through the  
endowment 

 1point (20, 2) with  
slope 

   .   Measuring  consumption  of bread on the horizontal  axis  
and

consumption of cheese on the vertical axis, the intercepts are at (36, 0) and (0, 4.5). 

 
c)    Endowment: 18 loaves of bread plus 4 kg of cheese, where 1 kg of cheese can be traded 
for 

6 loaves. 

The budget constraint is a downward  sloping straight line passing through the  
endowment 

 1point (18, 4) with  
slope 

   .   Measuring  consumption  of bread on the horizontal  axis  
and

consumption of cheese on the vertical axis, the intercepts are at (42, 0) and (0, 7). 

 
X3.17    Sketch the budget constraint facing someone with an income of £84, who can buy up 

to 60 litres of petrol or 70 bottles of beer. 

a.   What are the prices of a litre of petrol and a bottle of beer?
 m  84

 
= 1.4 (or £1.40); similarly the price of beer, p

 
= 1.2 (or £1.20).The price of petrol, pr =  

r        60                                                                                                                                 b 

 
b.   Now suppose that anyone buying more than 40 l of petrol is given a 10% quantity 
discount. 

What is the discounted price of a litre of petrol? 

£1.26. 
 

i.   How many bottles of beer can someone buying 40 l of petrol afford? 
 140 l of petrol costs £56, leaving £28 to buy beer.  So this person can afford  

23 
3 

beer. 

bottles of

 

ii.   How much petrol can someone who buys no beer afford? 
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Buying no beer, this person might afford 66 2 l of petrol at the discounted price of £1.26 

per litre. 

 

iii.   How many bottles of beer can someone buying 41 l of petrol afford? 

41 l of petrol costs £51.66 at the discounted price. This leaves £32.34 to spend on beer, 
or 

26.95 bottles. 

 
c.    Sketch  a  diagram  showing  the  original  budget  constraint,  and  the  new  section  of  

the budget constraint that reflects the discount.  Why might it be very unusual for 

someone to buy 40 l of petrol?
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Measuring consumption of petrol on the horizontal and consumption of beer on the 

vertical axis, the original budget constraint is a straight line, intercepting the horizontal 
(petrol) axis at 60 and the vertical (beer) axis at 70. 

Allowing for the price discount the budget constraint becomes two line segments, one to 

the left of 40, and the other to the right of 40.   The left hand segment is the original  

budget constraint.   When consumption  of petrol reaches 40l, the price discount is 

obtained, which means that the cost of petrol falls by £5.60 (from £56 to £50.40).   This  
means that there would be £33.60 available to spend on beer, which pays for 28 bottles. 

The second segment of the budget constraint therefore runs from (40, 28) to 66  2  

,0 . 
 

X3.18    Reading books and going to a concert both require time and money.  Suppose that a 

book costs £10 and takes six hours to read, while going to a concert costs £20 and takes 

3 hours. For someone who is willing to spend £80 and 18 hours on these activities: 

a)   How many concerts can this person go to, without reading any books? 

Able to afford to buy 4 tickets (but has time to go to 6 concerts). 

 
b)   How many books can this person read, without going to any concerts? 

Able to buy up to 8 books, but only has time to read 3 of them. 

 
c)    Sketch the money and the time budget constraints for this person. 

Measuring the consumption bundle with books on the horizontal and concert tickets on 
the vertical axis, the time budget runs from (3, 0) to (0, 6).  The money budget runs from 

(8, 0) to (0, 4). 

 
d)   On your sketch, indicate the budget set. 

Both time and money budgets have to be satisfied. The affordable set is therefore the 

area below both constraints. 

 
X3.19    How would you interpret a negative price for a good?  Sketch the budget constraint 

and budget set for consumption bundles with one good with a positive price and one 

with a negative price. 
With a negative price people will only ‘buy’ the good if they are compensated for doing 

so. We might think of such a good as being harmful, or in some way bad, so that 

consumption reduces well-being. 

The diagram might show the budget constraint as being upward sloping.  Consumption of 

the good with a positive price is financed by the money received from accepting 

consumption of the good with a negative price.  The affordable set therefore consists of 

all consumption bundles where the money received is no less than the expenditure.
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X4.1      Write out the weakly and strongly preferred sets for the alternatives A, B, C, D, E, and F, 

where A is weakly preferred to B, B is strongly preferred to C, which is at least as good 

as D, but better than E, and F is not (weakly) preferred to any other alternative. 

We know from the above that B is strictly preferred to C, that D is strictly preferred to E 
and that E is strictly preferred to F. We cannot be certain that A is strictly preferred to B 

or that C is strictly preferred to D. 

For the weakly preferred sets, we are certain that p(B) = {A, B}, p(D) = {A, B, C, D}, 

p(E) = {A, B, C, D, E}, and p(F) = {A, B, C, D, E, F}.  p(A) = {A} if A is strictly preferred to B, 
but if this person is indifferent between A and B, p(A) = {A, B}. 
For strictly preferred sets, we are certain that P(A) = , P(C) = {A, B}, P(E) = {A, B, C, D}, and 
P(F) = {A, B, C, D, E}.  P(B) = {A} if A is strictly preferred to B, but if this person is indifferent 

between A and B, P(A) = . In the same way, P(D) = {A, B, C} if C is strictly preferred to D, 

but if this person is indifferent between C and D, P(D) = {A, B, C}. 

 
X4.2      Three football fans have different preferences over the outcome of a game in which 

the team that they support, the Reds, play against their local rivals, the Blues. 

i.   Fan A simply cares about the outcome: a win is better than a draw, which is better 
than a defeat. 

ii.   Fan B also cares about the goal difference,  d, defined as the number of goals the 

Reds score, r, less the number of goals that the Blues score, b.  [That is: d = r – b.] 

iii.   Fan C cares about the number of goals that the Reds score, but also the goal 
difference, weighting them equally. 

a.   For each fan, state the (weakly) preferred sets for: 
i.   a victory for the Reds, by one goal to nil; 

For A, all victories are equally preferred, so the preferred set consists of all 
victories. 

For B, all victories by a margin of one goal are equally preferred so the weakly preferred 

set also consists of all victories. 
For C, an extra goal for the Reds is offset by two for the Blues,  so that C is  indifferent 
between 1 – 0, 2 – 2, 3 – 4, and so forth, so that 2r – b = 2.  Any game with an outcome 

in which the Reds do better than that minimum level is strictly preferred. 

 
ii.   a draw in which each team scores two goals; and 

For A, all draws  are  equally  preferred,  so the preferred  set consists  of all victories  

and draws. 
For  B,  all  draws  are  equally  preferred  so  the  weakly  preferred  set  also  consists  of  
all 
victories and 
draws. 

For C, an extra goal for the Reds is offset by two for the Blues, so that C is again indifferent 
between 1 – 0, 2 – 2, 3 – 4, and so forth, so that 2r – b = 2.  Any game with an outcome 

in which the Reds do better than that minimum level is strictly preferred. 

 
iii.   a victory for the Blues by two goals to one. 

For A, all defeats are equally preferred, so the preferred set consists of all 
games. 

For B, all losses  by a margin  of one goal are equally  preferred  so the weakly  preferred 

consists of all victories, all draws and all one goal defeats. 
For C, an extra goal for the Reds is offset by two for the Blues,  so that C is  indifferent 
between 0 – 0, 1 – 2, 2 – 4, 3 – 6, and so forth, so that 2r = b.  Any game with an outcome 
in which the Reds do better than that minimum level is strictly preferred.
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b.   Show that Fan C is indifferent between any pair of scores (r0, b0) and (r1, b1), for which 

2(r1 

– r0) = (b1 – b0). 
V(r0, b0) = r0 + (r0 – b0) = 2r0  – b0.  V(r1, b1) = r1 + (r1 – b1) = 2r1 – b1. In both cases, equal 
value is placed on goals scored by the Reds and the goal difference.   For indifference 

between the outcomes, V(r0, b0) = V(r1, b1), and the result follows. 

 
c.    Hence or otherwise, draw a diagram indicating clearly Fan C’s (weakly) preferred set 

for a defeat by three goals to four. 

For (r, b) = (3, 4), 2r – b = 2, so that the indifference  set N = {(2, 0), (3, 4), (4, 6), . . .} 

The weakly preferred set P(3, 4) = {(r, b): 2r – b  2} 

 
X4.3      Applying the strong preference operator,   , over the set of bundles C = {(b, c): b, c  

0}, under what circumstances might the statements ‘X  Y’ and ‘Y  X’ both be 
false? 
X  Y means that X is strictly preferred to Y, while Y  X means that Y is strictly preferred to 
X. Allowing for complete preferences, suppose that X and Y are considered equally good, 
so that the consumer is indifferent between the two consumption bundles; both 

statements are false. 
 

X4.4      Show that if ‘X  Y’ is false, then ‘ X Y ’ is true; while if ‘ X  Y ’ is true, then ‘ X Y 
’ is false. 

If X is not strictly preferred to Y, then either Y is strictly preferred to X or else X and Y are 
equally strongly preferred, so that Y is weakly preferred to X.  Similarly if X is weakly 
preferred to Y, then either X is strictly preferred to Y or else X and Y are equally strongly 

preferred; and so Y is not strictly preferred to X. 

 
X4.5      Consider the three consumption bundles, A: (bA, cA), B: (bB, cB) and C: (bC, cC), for which 

AB and BC . 

a)   For  there  to  be  a  unique  ordering  of  the  preferences,  what  must  be  true  about  

the comparison of A and C? 

A must be weakly preferred to C;  AC 
 

b)   Sketch two diagrams, indicating the preferred sets of C and B, drawn in such a way 

that: (1)  in one A must lie in the preferred sets of both B and C; and 

Draw the diagram so that the indifference  curves through B and C never intersect, 

and with bundle B lying in the preferred set of C, and bundle A lying in the preferred set 

of B. 

 
(2)  in the other A lies in the preferred set of B, but not in the preferred set of C. 

Draw the diagram so that the indifference curves through B and C intersect, but so that 

B lies in C’s preferred set; then if A lies in the region between the indifference curves 

but on the other side of the indifference curve through C to B, then A is preferred to B, 

B to C and C to A. 
 

X4.6      Show that if for consumption bundles X, Y and Z, XY , YZ , and ZX , preferences 

can only be transitive if all three bundles lie on the same indifference curve. 
From these expressions, we see that X lies in the (weakly) preferred set of Y; Y in the 
preferred 
set of Z and Z in the preferred set of X.  If preferences are transitive, then preferred sets 
will be nested.  Suppose that Z is strictly preferred to X.  Then Y must also be strictly 

preferred to X, and we have a contradiction.  So Z must be ranked equally with both X and 

Y.
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X4.7      Elena strictly prefers consumption bundle A to bundle B, is indifferent between B and C, 

strictly prefers C to D, and is indifferent between A and D.  Confirm that Elena’s 
preferences violate transitivity; and that in a diagram the indifference curve passing 

through bundles A and D and the one passing through bundle B and C must intersect. 

Completing successive pairwise comparisons, Elena strictly prefers A to B, and so A to C, 

and also A to D.  But we are told that she is indifferent between A and D.  This 

contradiction confirms that transitivity does not hold.  In drawing a diagram, we require 
A and D to be on one indifference curve, and B and C both to be on a second indifference 

curve.  If A lies in B’s preferred set and C lies in D’s preferred set, then there has to be an 

intersection of the indifference curves between the pairs of points on each indifference 

curve. 

 
X4.8      Suppose Fedor claims that bundle X lies in the strictly preferred set of Y, but Y lies in 

the strictly preferred set of X.  We persuade him firstly to exchange Y for X (and some 

money) and then X for Y (and some more money), so that he finishes with the original 

consumption bundle, but less money.  What do you think would happen to someone 

with Fedor’s preferences over time? 

Fedor would systematically lose money. He would have to conclude that his preferences 
lead him to be exploited by other people, and avoid situations where this happens. 

 
X4.9      Assume that Gabrielle faces much the same situation as Daniel, having a fixed amount 

of money, m, which she can use to buy a consumption bundle (b, c), consisting of 

quantities b of bread and c of cheese, with unit prices, pb and pc.  Gabrielle’s 

preferences are well behaved. 

a)   On a diagram, sketch Gabrielle’s affordable set. 
We show consumption  of bread on the horizontal  axis and consumption  of cheese on  
the 

 vertical  axis.  Gabrielle’s  affordable  set  is  shown  as  a  triangle  with  intersection  on  
the horizontal axis at  m  ,0 and intersection on the vertical axis at  0,  m  .  The boundary of the pb                                                                                                                                                                               pc 

affordable set is the budget constraint, a line whose equation is pbb + pcc = m.  The 

slope of the affordable set is the relative price,  
 pb   . 

c 

 
b)   Assume that Gabrielle chooses a consumption bundle M: (bM, cM), which lies on her 

budget constraint, but for which the marginal rate of substitution is greater than the 
relative price. Illustrate such a point on your diagram as the intersection of the budget 

constraint and an indifference curve. 

The indifference curve is steeper than the budget constraint at 
M. 

 
c)    Confirm that Gabrielle can afford to buy consumption bundles in the preferred set, P(M). 

Since the indifference curve through M is steeper than the budget constraint, there will be 
a region below and to the right of M that lies between the indifference curve and the 

budget constraint.  In this area, consumption bundles are both affordable and preferred to 
M. 

d)   Confirm that Gabrielle can also buy consumption  bundles on the indifference curve, 

I(M), for which the acquisition cost A(b, c) < A(bM, cM). 

This follows from the argument in part 
c). 

 
e)   Which do you think Gabrielle should do: maintain expenditure and buy a bundle that 

she prefers to M, as in (c); or reduce expenditure while buying a bundle in the set, I(M)? 

We expect Gabrielle to maintain expenditure  so that she acquires a consumption bundle 

in the preferred set of M.
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X4.10    Suppose that Hanna faces an exactly similar problem to Gabrielle, except that she 

chooses a consumption bundle L:(bL, cL) that lies on an indifference curve for which the 

marginal rate of substitution is less than the relative price.  Repeat X4.9. 

We continue to show consumption of bread on the horizontal axis and consumption of 
cheese 

 on  the  vertical  axis.  Hanna’s  affordable  set  is  again  a  triangle  with  intersection  on  
the horizontal axis at    m  ,0 and intersection on the vertical axis at  0,  m  .  The boundary of her pb                                                                                                                                                                               pc 

affordable set is the budget constraint, with equation, pbb + pcc = m.  This is a straight 

line with slope   
 pb   . 

c 

At point L on the diagram, the indifference curve is flatter than the budget constraint.  

This means that there is an area above and to the left of L in which consumption bundles 

are preferred to L, but they are also affordable.  Hanna can reduce expenditure and buy a 

consumption bundle that she considers to be as good as L.  We expect her, though, to 
maintain expenditure, choosing a consumption bundle that lies on the budget constraint 

and in the preferred set of L. 

 
(It may be useful to draw sketches in these exercises using one colour of ink for indifference 

curves and another for budget constraints, and to shade preferred and affordable sets using 

pencil.) 

 
X4.11    Sketch a diagram similar to Figure 4.7a, in which indifference curves take the form of 

nested closed loops.  Choose a point within the most-preferred set (the smallest loop), 
and label it B.  This is the bliss point. 

a)   Draw a budget constraint  that touches one of the closed loops at consumption bundle 

K between the origin and the bliss point, B.  Shade the preferred set P(K) and the 
affordable set bounded by the budget constraint that passes through K. 

i)    Identify clearly the intersection of the budget set and the preferred set P(K). 

The affordable  set should  be drawn as a triangle,  bounded  by the axes and the  budget 

constraint, with K a point on the constraint.   The preferred set is the area bounded by 
the closed loop through K. 

 
ii)   What is the most-preferred, affordable bundle in this case? 

Since K lies on the budget constraint and the indifference curve passing through K is 

convex, then K is the most-preferred, affordable consumption bundle. 

 
iii)  Does this consumer spend all the money available? 

Yes. 

 
b)   Repeat  exercise  (a), but this time  drawing  a second  budget  constraint  that touches  

the preferred set, P(K), further away from the origin than the bliss point, B. 

i)    Explain  why the preferred  set is the same as before,  and that the affordable  set  
has become larger. 

The new consumption  bundle just touches the indifference  curve through K, so it has 

the same preferred set. 

 
ii)   Identify clearly the intersection of the new budget set and the preferred set P(K). 

The whole of the preferred  set lies within the affordable  set, so the preferred  set is  

the intersection of sets. 

 
iii)  What is the most-preferred, affordable bundle in this case? 

The bliss point.
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c)    In this situation, does the consumer spend all the money available?  Explain why this 

might occur, concentrating on any differences between parts (a) and (b). 
When  the  bliss  point  is  not  in  the  affordable  set,  the  consumer  spends  all  the  money 

available.   Once the bliss point is affordable, it is always the most preferred bundle.   In 

this case there is an ideal consumption  bundle.   Reaching this, the  assumption  of 

monotonicity has to be set aside. 

 
X4.12    Sketch a diagram similar to Figure 4.7b, in which indifference curves take the form of 

nested open loops.  From a point, A, on the upward-sloping segment of the outermost 

indifference curve, extend a straight line that intersects the indifference curves that 

bound the more preferred sets. 

a)   Explain why consumption bundle A can never be the most-preferred, affordable set. 

Where the indifference  curve is upward-sloping,  it is always possible to reduce  expenditure 
and obtain the same utility. 

 
b)   Draw a budget constraint that just touches the innermost indifference curve at point 

M. i)    Sketch the affordable set and the preferred set. 
The affordable  set is the triangle  formed  by the axes and the downward  sloping  
line 
through M. 

 
ii)   Identify  the intersection  of the preferred  set and the affordable  set, and hence  

the most-preferred affordable bundle. 
M is the unique point of intersection, and so the most-preferred, affordable 
bundle. 

 
iii)  Why might we always expect the most-preferred, affordable bundle to be found on 

the downward-sloping section of an indifference curve? 
For the most-preferred,  affordable consumption bundle, we require the marginal rate 
of 
substitution  (the rate at which the consumer will give up consumption  of one good 

for more  of  another)  and  the  relative  price  (or  opportunity  cost)  to  be  equal.    By  

this definition,  the opportunity  cost is always the slope of the budget  constraint,  
and with prices greater than zero, it will be strictly negative.   This  ensures that the 

MRS is also negative.  Interpreting  the  MRS  as  the  slope  of  the  indifference  curve  
through  that consumption   bundle,   at   the   most-preferred,   affordable   consumption   

bundle   the indifference curve will be downward sloping. 

 
c)    Why  might  we  say  that  in the  upper  segment  of  these  indifference  curves,  where  

the indifference  curves  are  upward-sloping  but  flattening  out,  the  consumer’s  appetite  
for cheese has been satiated? 
At the point where the indifference curve becomes vertical, the MRS is no longer defined: 

no increase in the consumption of cheese can compensate for further reductions in 

consumption of bread.   This means that there is satiation.  In the region where the  

indifference  curve is upward-sloping,  but becoming flatter, increasing consumption  of 

cheese requires additional consumption  of  bread  for  the  consumer  to  feel  indifferent  
to  the  change.  Again,  this  is consistent with satiation of consumption of cheese. 

 
X4.13    Sketch a diagram similar to Figure 4.7c, in which indifference curves take the 

form of nested curves that become increasingly steep. 

a)   Draw a budget constraint that just touches the indifference  curve closest to the origin 

at point T: (bT, cT): bT, cT > 0.  Sketch the affordable set bounded by the budget constraint 

and the preferred  set of T, indicating  clearly the intersection  of the affordable  and 
preferred sets.
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Affordable set is the triangle formed by a downward sloping line through T and the two 

axes. Preferred set is the area above and bounded by the indifference curve. 

 
b)   Explain why T is not the most-preferred, affordable bundle in this situation. 

With a point of intersection  between the indifference  curve and the budget constraint,  
we can find a region bounded by the indifference  curve and the budget constraint  in 

which all consumption bundles are affordable and preferred to T. 

 
c)    Indicate  what you consider  to be the most-preferred  affordable  bundle  by the  

letter  V, giving reasons for your choice. 

V will be a point on one or other axis; defined so that it there intersects an indifference 

curve as far away from the origin as possible. 

 
d)   Draw another diagram with a set of indifference  curves that have a similar shape to 

the ones that you have just used but that do not have such a steep slope at the intersection 

on the bread axis.  Draw a budget constraint that intersects the indifference  curve 

closest to the origin on the bread axis and that is steeper than the indifference curve. 
i)    At this intersection,  which is larger: the marginal rate of substitution  or the  relative 

price? 

The relative price is greater. 

 
ii)   If your  budget  constraint  intersects  other  indifference  curves  in your  map,  at  

each intersection which is larger: the marginal rate of substitution or the relative 
price? 

The relative price is always greater. 

 
iii)  What do you expect will be the most-preferred  affordable consumption bundle in 

this case? 
The intersection of the budget constraint with the cheese axis.  Since MRS is less than 
the 
relative price, the consumer can always do better by substituting cheese from bread. 

 
iv)  Suppose  we consider  a society  in which cheese  has recently  been invented,  so  

that until now only bread has been consumed.   Predict consumer  responses  to  

this new good.  What would have to happen for consumers to start buying cheese? 

Consumers will switch from bread only to cheese only; but they have to know about 
the new good. 

 
X4.14    Sketch a diagram similar to Figure 4.7d, in which indifference curves take the form of 

upward-sloping, nested curves.  Draw in a budget constraint, and indicate the 

affordable set. 

a)   Label the intersection of the budget set with the cheese axis, R.  Sketch the preferred 
set of R (it may be necessary to add to the diagram an indifference curve passing 

through R). Preferred set of R is the area above and to the left of the indifference curve 

through R. 

 
b)   Identify the intersection of the affordable set and the preferred set of R. 

The intersection of sets consists of R 
only. 

 
c)    Show that the consumer  will always  prefer  a bundle  with less bread  if the quantity  

of cheese  is held  constant.    Hence  or  otherwise,  explain  our  claim  that  in this  

situation, 

‘Bread is bad.’ 
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Holding consumption of cheese constant, reducing the consumption of bread, we move to 
the left in the diagram,  and so into the preferred  set of the original  consumption  

bundle.   It
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follows  that  the  less  cheese  that  there  is in  the  consumption  bundle,  the  more  

strongly preferred it will be.
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Chapter 5 

 
X5.1      Using the concept of utility, evaluate the claim that we can increase total utility by 

transferring wealth from rich people to poor people.  (You may find it useful to think of 

a rich miser, such as Ebenezer Scrooge in Charles Dickens’s A Christmas Carol, and 

someone who is voluntarily poor, such as St Francis of Assisi, who renounced his 

family’s wealth.) The argument would rest on two assumptions: firstly that utility is 

increasing in total wealth, but at a decreasing rate; and secondly that every person’s 

utility function is similar. 

We treat utility functions as a representation of preferences. Such functions are unique up 
to an ordinal transformation. We cannot assume that the proposed restrictions on utility 

functions will hold. Indeed, it is possible that for a miser, utility will increase with wealth at 
an increasing rate. For someone who chooses voluntary poverty, it is not even clear that 

utility would increase with wealth. 

 
X5.2      Suppose that my boss calls me into his office and offers to double my salary.  

Giving reasons, explain whether or not you agree with these statements: 

a)   ‘I prefer having the higher salary to my existing salary.’ 
This  simply  means  that  I have  not  achieved  my optimal  income,  and  wish  to earn  
more money. 

 
b)   ‘My utility will double if I accept this offer.’ 

This would be consistent  with my utility being equal to my salary. Were this the case,  

we would not need to use utility in place of income. 

 
c)    ‘My utility will increase by at least 50 points if I accept this offer.’ 

This would only make sense if there were some common scale of utility that would allow 
for interpersonal comparisons. 

 
X5.3      Confirm that Expression 5.3 is true, that is, if U(Z1) = U(Z2), V(Z1) = V(Z2). 

From Expression 5.3, U(Z1)  U(Z2)  V(Z1)  

V(Z2). If U(Z1) = U(Z2), then V(Z1)  V(Z2). 
But we can also reverse terms in the statement. If V(Z1) = V(Z2) then U(Z1)  

U(Z2). If both of these statements are to be true, then U(Z1) = U(Z2), V(Z1) = 
V(Z2). 

 
X5.4      Suppose that v[U(Z)] is increasing in U(Z), so that if U(Z1)  U(Z2), V(Z1)  V(Z2).  

Confirm that Expression 5.3 is true. 
If v[U(Z)] is increasing in U(Z), then u: V(Z)  u[V(Z)] is increasing in V. The conclusion 
follows in the same way as in the previous exercise. 

 
X5.5      Define three bundles: Z1: (6, 4); Z2: (3, 7); and Z3: (5, 5). Frances’ preference ordering is: 

Z2 Z3 Z1 . She assigns the bundles utility scores: U(6, 4) = 10; U(3, 7) = 15; and U(5, 5) = 

12.  Confirm that her ranking of the bundles remains the same after the 
transformations: (1) v[U(Z)] = 1 + U(Z) + [U(Z)]2; and (2) w[U(Z)] = [1 + U(Z)]0.5.  (You will 

need a calculator to obtain values in the second transformation.) 
Z (6, 4) (3, 7) (5, 5) 
U(Z) 10 15 12 
V(Z) 111 241 157 
W(Z) 3.32 4 3.61 
In all three cases, Frances ranks the bundles in the same order. 

 
X5.6      Suppose that we obtain the following utility values for bundles A, B, C, D and E:
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i.     v(U) = 1 + U; ii. v(U) = U2
 iii. v(U) = U2 + U 

iv.   v(U) = U2 – 4U 
vii. v(U) = lnU 

v. v(U) = U0.5
 vi. v(U) = U-1

 

 

 

 
Bundle Z A B C D E 

Utility, U(Z) 1 2 3 4 5 
For each of the following rules: 
a.   Calculate the utility values for each bundle under the new rule. 

b.   Calculate the difference in the utility values between bundles A and B, B and C, C 
and 

D, and D and E. 

c.    Decide whether or not the relation appears to be monotonically increasing: 
 

 
 
 

Bundle Z A B C D E 
Utility, U(Z) 1 2 3 4 5 

i. 2 3 4 5 6 
ii. 1 4 9 16 25 

iii. 2 6 12 20 30 
iv. -3 -4 -3 0 5 
v. 1 1.41 1.73 2 2.24 
vi. 1 0.5 0.33 0.25 0.2 
vii. 0 0.69 1.10 1.39 1.61 

 

Except for transformations iv. and vi., all appear to be monotonically increasing. 

 
X5.7      Being able to assign a larger utility number to a consumption bundle requires the 

underlying preferences to be transitive.  Demonstrate that if for bundles A, B and C, 

U(A)  U(B) and U(B)  U(C), then AC . 

If U(A)  U(B) and U(B)  U(C), then U(A)  U(C). The result follows immediately from 

the definition of the utility function. 

 
X5.8      Heidi currently intends to purchase and consume bundle X: (bX, cX), where bX is the 

quantity of bread, and cX the quantity of cheese in the bundle.  She prefers bundle X1: (bX  

+ 
b, cX).  What do you conclude about Heidi’s marginal utility of bread, MUB?  Why does 
she not intend to purchase bundle X1? 
We conclude that Heidi’s marginal utility of bread is greater than zero and that she 

cannot afford to buy bundle X1. 

X5.9      Explain why, if Heidi’s preferences are monotonically increasing, she would report 

marginal utilities, MUB and MUC, that would always be greater than zero. 

Suppose otherwise. Then increasing consumption of one good, Heidi would report 

decreasing total utility from consumption, and that would indicate that she preferred not 

to increase consumption, so that her preferences would not be monotonically increasing. 

 
X5.10    Suppose that Heidi reports that her marginal utility of bread, MUB  is constant, but that 

her marginal utility of cheese, MUC, decreases with consumption. 
a)   Draw a diagram  to show Heidi’s  current consumption  bundle,  X: (6, 3), and her  

current marginal rate of substitution, MRS(6, 3) = –1. 

In the diagram, we show consumption  of bread on the horizontal  axis and  consumption 
of cheese on the vertical axis. Indicating point X on the diagram, the indifference curve 

through that point has a slope of -1. 

 
b)   Suppose that Heidi reduces her consumption  of bread and increases her 

consumption of cheese, while maintaining her current level of utility.  Confirm that her 
MRS will increase.
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Consuming less bread, but more cheese, Heidi moves up the indifference curve. With only 

the marginal utility of bread decreasing, the MRS, increases, and the indifference curve 
becomes steeper. 

 
c)    Repeat   (b),   but   showing   that   MRS   will   decrease   following   an   increase   in   

bread consumption and a decrease in cheese consumption. 

Consuming more bread, but less cheese, Heidi moves down the indifference curve. With 
well- behaved  preferences,  the  indifference  curve  becomes  flatter,  and  so  its  slope,  

the  MRS, decreases. 

 
d)   What do you conclude about the curvature of this indifference curve? 

The indifference curve has to be convex to the 
origin. 

 
X5.11    Repeat X5.10, but for Isabel, who reports that her marginal utility of bread, MUB, is 

decreasing, but that her marginal utility of cheese, MUC, increases with consumption. 

Consuming less bread, but more cheese, Isabel moves up the indifference curve. 
Thinking of successive  small changes in utility resulting  from a reduction in the  

consumption  of bread, then  for  a specified  reduction  in utility,  the  reduction  in  
consumption  of  bread  becomes smaller. However, the associated increase in utility from 

consumption of cheese will become progressively larger.  The indifference curve is 

therefore convex. 

 
X5.12    Repeat X5.10, but for Jiang, who reports that both of her marginal utilities, MUB and 

MUC, decrease with consumption. 

Consuming less bread, but more cheese, Jiang moves up the indifference  curve. Thinking 
of successive  small changes in utility resulting  from a reduction in the  consumption  of 
bread, then  for  a specified  reduction  in utility,  the  reduction  in  consumption  of  bread  

becomes smaller. However, the associated increase in consumption of cheese will become 
larger. The indifference curve is convex. 

 
X5.13    For the linear utility function given in Expression 5.8, assume that the quantity of 

cheese in the bundle remains constant. 
a.   Show that as b increases by one unit from 1 to 2, utility U increases by wb units. 

U(b, c) = wbb + wcc; U(1, c) = wb + wcc; U(2, c) = 2wb + wcc; U = 
wb. 

 
b.   Show that as b increases by ten units from 20 to 30, utility U increases by 10wb  units. 

U(b, c) = wbb + wcc; U(20, c) = 20wb + wcc; U(30, c) = 30wb + wcc; U = 10wb. 
 

c.    Show that as b increases by k units, from b0 to b1 = b0 + k, utility U increases by kwb units. 
U(b, c) = wbb + wcc; U(b0, c) = wbb0 + wcc; U(b1, c) = wb(b0 + k) + wcc; U = 
kwb. 

 
d.   Hence or otherwise, explain why the marginal utility of bread is wb and the marginal 

utility of cheese is wc.

Increasing consumption of bread, the rate of increase of 
utility 

U   w  ; and in the same way

U 
c             c . By definition, these partial derivatives are the marginal utilities of bread and 

cheese.
 

X5.14    The marginal rate of substitution is the ratio of marginal utilities. 
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a.   Find an expression for the marginal rate of substitution, and confirm that it is the same 

for all consumption bundles. 

MRS =  
MUb     

w b    , and this is constant since the marginal utilities are both constant. MUc                   wc
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b.   Show that all indifference curves are straight lines. 

For every consumption  bundle, the marginal rate of substitution  is illustrated graphically 
as the gradient of the indifference  curve passing through the consumption  bundle. There 

is a constant  MRS, irrespective  of levels of consumption.  A curve with a  constant  gradient  

is a straight line. 

 
c.    Sketch a preference map showing at least three distinct indifference curves. 

Measuring consumption of bread on the horizontal and consumption of cheese on the 
vertical axes, the indifference curves will be three downward sloping, parallel straight 

lines. 

 
X5.15    Suppose that in Expression 5.10, vb = 2 and vc = 

9. 
a)   Calculate the total utility obtained from the bundles X = (9, 2), Y = (18, 3), and Z = (45, 12). 

U(9, 2) = 18; U(18, 3) = 27; U(45, 12) = 90 

 
b)   For each of these three bundles, what would be the increase in utility from adding to 

the consumption bundle: 

i)    one loaf of bread? 
0, 0, 2 

 
ii)   1 kg of cheese?  [Note:  Adding  cheese  is separate  from,  not consecutive  to,  

adding bread.] 

0, 9, 0 

 
c)    Beginning from bundle X, explain how utility changes as: 

i)    more  and  more  bread  is added  to  the  consumption  bundle  (while  the  amount  

of cheese is held constant); 
Utility remains constant. 

ii)   more  and  more  cheese  is added  to the consumption  bundle  (while  the amount  

of bread is held constant). 
Utility remains constant. 

 
d)   Using your answers to the previous questions: 

i)    Sketch the indifference curve passing through 
X. 
ii)   Sketch a preference map showing the indifference curves on which bundles X, Y and 
Z 

lie. 

Showing quantity of bread on the horizontal axis and quantity of cheese on the 
vertical axis, the indifference curve, U = 18, is L shaped, with its vertex at X. 

The other two indifference curves are U = 27 and U = 90; both L shaped, with vertices 
at 

(13.5, 3) and (45, 10). 

 
X5.16    The goal is to replicate Figure 5.5.  Given the utility function, U = bc, we shall sketch 

the indifference curves for which U = 1, U = 2, U = 4 and U = 8. 

a)   Rearrange the expression U = bc, so that c is the subject. 
c = U/b 
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b)   Complete the following table:
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b 0.2 0.5 1 2 5 10 

c(b) [U = 1] 5 2 1 0.5 0.2 0.1 

c(b) [U = 2] 10 4 2 1 0.4 0.2 

c(b) [U = 4] 20 8 4 2 0.8 0.4 

c(b) [U = 8] 40 16 8 4 1.6 0.8 
 

c)    Show each of these points on a diagram, only showing consumption  bundles for which 
b 

and c are no more than 10. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

d)   Sketch the indifference curves by joining together the points identified on each 

curve. X5.17    We now replicate Figure 5.5, but for the utility function, U = b½ + c½. 
a)   Rearrange the expression, U = b½ + c½, so that c is the subject. 

c = (U – b0.5)2
 

b)   Complete the following table: 

b 0 0.0625 0.25 1 4 9 

c(b) [U = 0.5] 0.25 0.0625 0    

c(b) [U = 1] 1 0.5625 0.25 0   

c(b) [U = 2] 4 3.0625 2.25 1 0  

c(b) [U = 3] 9 7.5625 6.25 4 1 0 
 

c)    Show each of these points on a diagram. 
d)   Sketch the indifference curves by joining together the points identified on each curve.
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bc 

bc 

bc` 

b 

 

 

 
 

X5.18    For the utility function, Ub,c1  1 1 
, confirm that: b      c 

a)   The utility function can be rewritten Ub,c bc` . 

Ub,c 1  11 
bc 1 

   bc 
b     c               bc bc

b)   The consumption bundle, (1, 1) lies on the indifference 
curve, 

bc` 0.5.

 

Evaluating, bc = 1, b + c = 2, 
so 

  bc   0.5 .

 

 

c)    The indifference curve can be expressed in explicit form, c 

2b1 . 

From part b), 2bc = b + c, so (2b – 1)c = b.  The result follows by dividing through by 2b – 1. 

 
d)   If b = 0.5, then it is impossible to evaluate this expression for 

c. 

If b = 0.5, then 2b – 1 = 0, so we cannot evaluate the fraction. 

 
e)   If b < 0.5, then c < 0; and we disregard the consumption 

bundle. 

If b < 0.5, then 2b – 1 < 0.   Since  we require  c > 0, this consumption  bundle  cannot  
be obtained. 

 
f)    As b  , c  0.5; which is to say, when b takes larger and larger values, c will 

become closer and closer to 0.5.

As b  , c 2b1  
2 1 2 since b

 
 0.b           1          1                   -1 

b 

 
X5.19    Economists frequently refer to utility as being an ordinal rather than a cardinal 

concept because it is only possible to interpret the ranking of utility values, not 
their absolute value. 

a)   Suppose  that the amount  of money  that Arun has doubles.   Would  it be reasonable  

to suppose that his utility from consumption doubles? 
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No – were it to do so, then this would simply mean that Arun treated utility as 
identical to wealth.
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0.5                         0.5 

 

 
b)   Would it be reasonable  to suppose that his utility from consumption  increases but 

does not double? 

Unless Arun is completely  satiated, we would expect him to increase  utility upon 
receiving more income.  The statement is correct. 

 
c)    Critically assess the statement, ‘Money is more valuable to the poor than to the rich, so 

we should redistribute income from the rich to the poor.’ 

This requires us to be able to make inter-personal  comparisons of utility.  It may be true 

that there is diminishing marginal utility of wealth.  It is not necessarily the case. 

 
X5.20    We have said that sufficient conditions for a utility function to be well behaved are that 

the marginal utilities are positive but decreasing.  We can show that for the function U(x, 
y) 
= x0.5 + y0.5, the marginal utility MUx(x, y) = 0.5x-0.5 and the marginal utility MUy(x, y) = 
0.5y-

 

0.5. 

a)   Confirm that the marginal rate of substitution MRS = -(y/x)0.5. 

MRS =  
MUX    0.5 x          y MUY 0.5y0.5                   x

 
b)   Confirm that the consumption bundles (4, 0), (1, 1) and (0, 4) all generate utility 2. 

U(4, 0) = 40.5 + 00.5 = 2; U(1, 1) = 10.5 + 10.5 = 2; U(0, 4) = 40.5 + 00.5 = 2 

 
c)    Confirm that the marginal rate of substitution  for the three bundles in part (b) takes 

the values 0, –1 and undefined.

MRS(4, 0) =  0 0.5  
 0 ; MRS(1, 1) =  1 0.5  

  

1 
MRS(0, 4) =   4 0.5 

.  Since it is not possible

4                                                                  1                                                                       0 

to define a quotient where the divisor is zero, MRS is undefined. 

 
d)   Repeat  the exercise,  sketching  indifference  curves  that pass through  the bundles  
(0.25, 

0.25) and (4, 4). 
MUX(0.25, 0.25) = MUY(0.25, 0.25) = 0.5*0.25-0.5  = 1. So MRS(0.25, 0.25) = -1 
MUX(4, 4) = MUY(4, 4) = 0.5*4-0.5  = 0.25.  So MRS(4, 4) = -1 
The indifference  curves have the shape of the curves found in X5.17.   Vertical  where  
they meet the vertical axis; horizontal where they meet the vertical axis and with slope -1 

where x 

= y. 

 
e)   Confirm  that the marginal  rate of substitution  on all three indifference  curves that  

you have sketched have a slope of –0.5 where they meet the line y = x/4, but a slope of 2 

where they meet the line y = 4x.

If   y   =   0.25x,   MRS(x,   y)    
= 

  y 0.5  
   0.25 x 0.5  

  0.5 .       If   y   =   4x,   MRS(x,   y)   =

x                           x 

  y 0.5  
   4 x 0.5  

  2 . x                         x 

 

X5.21    The utility function U(s, t) = s2t2 has associated marginal utilities MUs(s, t) = 2t2s and 
MUt(s, 

t) = 2s2t. 
a)   Show that if t = 1, then MUs is increasing in s; and if s = 2, MUt is increasing in t. 

If t = 1, MUs = 2s; as s increases, so does 2s.  If s = 2, MUt = 8t; as t increases so does 8t. 
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b)   Find the marginal rate of substitution for this utility function.

 MUs 
 

2t2 s            tMRS =  MUt   
  

2s2t 
  s
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1 

 

 
c)    Confirm  that  the  indifference  curve  associated  with  utility  level  1  passes  through  

the bundle (1, 1) and that there it has gradient MRS = –1.

U(1, 1) = 12.12 = 1; MRS(1, 1) =   

1
 

= -1.

 
d)   Which, if either, of the following statements is true? 

i.The marginal utility of good S is always decreasing for utility functions that represent 
well- behaved preferences. 

We have seen that this is not true. 

 
ii.The marginal rate of substitution  is always decreasing for utility functions that 

represent well-behaved preferences. 
When  preferences  are  well  behaved,  indifference  curves  are  downward  sloping  

and become  flatter  moving  from  left  to  right.    Interpreting  the  MRS  as  the  slope  

of  the indifference curve, the statement is true. 

 
X5.22    Consider a rather different utility function from the ones that we have seen already: 

U(b, c) = b½ + c. 

a)   Obtain  expressions  for the indifference  curves U = 4, U = 6 and U = 8 in terms  of  
the variable c. 

b)   Complete the following table: 

b 0 2 4 6 8 10 

c(b) [U = 4] 4 2.59 2 1.55 1.17 0.84 

c(b) [U = 6] 6 4.59 4 3.55 3.17 2.84 

c(b) [U = 8] 8 6.59 6 5.55 5.17 4.84 
 

c)    Show these points on a diagram, and construct the indifference curves. 

 
 

d)   Given that MUB = ½b-½ and MUC  = 1, calculate MRS.  What do you conclude about the 

slope of the indifference  curves, U = 4, U = 6 and U = 8 when b = 4?  Can you generalize  
your answer for the slopes of any pair of indifference curves and any level of consumption, 

b?
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MU 

 

MRS =  
 MUB     0.5b0.5 .  When b = 4, MRS = -0.5*4-0.5  = -0.25.  This is independent  of 

the 
C

value of c.  We note that all we need to know to calculate the marginal rate of substitution 

is the value of b.  From this, we infer that every pair of indifference curves will have the 

same shape, the vertical distance between them constant moving along these.
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Chapter 6 

 
X6.1      Suppose that Juliet is currently planning to buy the bundle, Z0: (b0, c0).  She considers 

adding a quantity b to the bundle, creating a new bundle, Z: (b0 + b, c0).  Given 
her utility function U: U(b, c) = bc: 

a)   Calculate the values of U(b0, c0) and U(b0 + b, c0). 
U(b0, c0) = b0c0; U(b0 + b, c0) = (b0 + b)c0 

 
b)   Calculate the change in utility U = U(b0 + b, c0) – U(b0, c0). 

U = c0b 
 

c)    Confirm that the rate of change of utility MUB(b0, c0) = c0. 
UMUB =  
b = c0

 
X6.2      Repeat X6.1, but assume that Juliet is now planning to buy the bundle, Z: (b, c), 

and thinking about the effect of increasing consumption of cheese by an amount 

c. 
UU(b0, c0) = b0c0; U(b0, c0 + c) = (c0 + c)b0; so U = b0c; and MUC =  

c 

= b0

 

X6.3      By applying the rules of (partial) differentiation, confirm that MU b,cU  b,c U c 

and that MU b,cU  b,c U b . 
B                      b                   b

C                      c                   c 

These results follow directly from the product rule for functions of two variables. 

 
X6.4      Sketch graphs showing the total utility, and the marginal utility, of cheese when there are 

4, 9 and 16 loaves in the consumption bundle. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
X6.5      Given his utility function, V: V(b, c) = b2c2, Karl is considering the value of the bundle, 

Z0: (b0, c0).  He considers adding a quantity b to the bundle, which would create a 

new bundle, Z: (b0 + b, c0). 
a)   Calculate the values of V(b0, c0) and V(b0 + b, c0). 

V(b0, c0) = b0
2c0

2 and V(b0 + b, c0) = (b0 + 
b)2c0 

 
b)   Show that the change in utility V = V(b0 + b, c0) – V(b0, c0) = [2b0.b + (b)2]c0

2.

V = V(b0  + b, c0) – V(b0, c0) = (b0  + b)2c0  – 
b0

2c0 

= [b0
2

 - 2b0.b + (b)2
 - b0

2]c0
2

 = [2b0.b +

(b)2]c0
2. 

 

 
lim

 

 
 
V                2
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b 
c)    Confirm that the rate of change of utility MUB(b0, c0) =               = 2c0  b0. b  0

V   2b 
 bc  

2  As b  0,  V   2b  c  
2

b               0                      0 b                  0     0
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bc 

b  c b  c 

dV 

MU b,c

b 

dU 

b 

bc 

 

 
X6.6      Repeat X6.5, but assume that Karl is now planning to buy the bundle Z: (b, c) and 

thinking about the effect of increasing consumption of cheese by an amount c. 

V(b0, c0) = b0
2c0

2 and V(b0, c0 + c) = (c0 + c)2b0. 
Then V = V(b0, c0 + c) – V(b0, c0) = (c0 + c)2b0 – b0

2c0
2 = [c0

2 – 2c0.c+ (c)2 - c0
2]b0

2 = 

[2c0.c 
+ (c)2]b0

2.
V   2c  cb  2   As c  0,  V   2c b  2

c               0                      0 c                  0      0

 
X6.7      By applying the rules of (partial) differentiation, confirm that: 

MU b,cV b,c V 2c2b and that MU b,cV b,c V 2b2c .B                   b                 b C                   c                 c

This follows immediately from application of the power rule of differentiation. 

 
X6.8      Sketch graphs showing the total utility, and the marginal utility, of cheese when there are 

2, 3 and 4 loaves in the consumption bundle. 

 
 

X6.9      Applying the rules of differentiation, obtain the marginal utilities of bread and cheese 

for the following utility functions, U: 
a.   U(b, c) = kbb + kcc           b.   U(b, c) = b0.5c0.5              c.    U(b, c) = b0.5 + c0.5

d.   U(b, c) = (b0.5 + c0.5)2            

e. 

Ub,c   bc  

 

a.   MUB = kb, MUC = kc               b.   MUB = 0.5b-0.5c0.5; MUC = 0.5b0.5c-0.5
 

c.    MUB = 0.5b-0.5, MUC = 0.5c-0.5                      d.   MUB = b-0.5(b0.5 + c0.5), MUC = c-0.5(b0.5 + c0.5)

e.    MUB =  c
 2 

, MUC =  b    2

 
X6.10    Confirm that U(b, c) > 0, if b, c > 0; and that  dU 2U > 0 if U > 0.  Defining the marginal 

rate of substitution,  MRSb,c 
 MUB b,c  

, show that for the functions U and V: 
C

MRSb,c  c 

U(b, c) = bc > 0 since b, c > 0. V(b, c) = [U(b, c)]2, so by power rule,    dV   2U  

0 . 

[6.10]

MUB = c; MUC = b; MVB = 2c2b; MVC = 2b2c; By substitution, we see that MRS(b, c) =   c
 

 
X6.11    Calculate the degree of homogeneity of the utility functions, U: 

a.   U(b, c) = kbb + kcc           b.   U(b, c) = b0.5c0.5              c.    U(b, c) = b0.5 + c0.5

d.   U(b, c) = (b0.5 + c0.5)2            

e. 

Ub,c   bc  
.
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A function, U, is homogeneous of degree r if U(tb, tc) = trU(b, 

c). a.   U(tb, tc) = kbtb + kctc = t(kbb + kcc) = tU(b, c).  So U is 

HOD 1. 
b.   U(tb, tc) = (tb)0.5(tc)0.5  = t(0.5+0.5)(b0.5c0.5)  = t(b0.5c0.5) = tU(b, c).  So U is HOD 

1. c.    U(tb, tc) = (tb)0.5 + (tc)0.5 = t0.5(b0.5 + c0.5) = t0.5U(b, c).  So U is HOD 0.5. 
d.   U(tb, tc) = [(tb)0.5 + (tc)0.5]2 = (t0.5)2 (b0.5 + c0.5)2 = tU(b, c).  So U is HOD 1.
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b 

0.5 

                    b  c 

dU 

2 2 

e. 

 

 

Utb,tc 
tbtc  

 
t 2 bc

tbtc tbc = tU(b, c).  So U is HOD 1.

 
X6.12    Obtain expressions for MRS in all five cases above, where possible writing each 

as a function of the ratio  
c   

. 

a.   MUB = kb; MUC = kc; so MRS =  
MUB     

k b   .MUC                 kc  
0.5    0.5

b.   MUB = 0.5b-0.5c0.5; MUC = 0.5b0.5c-0.5; so MRS =  
 MU B      b      c          c  .MUC b 0.5 c 0.5                   b

c.    MUB = 0.5b-0.5; MUC = 0.5c-0.5; so MRS =  
 MU B     b            c 0.5  

.MUC c 0.5                      b

d.   MUB = b-0.5(b0.5 + c0.5); MUC = c-0.5(b0.5 + c0.5); so MRS =  
 MU B     

 b       b      c      
   c 0.50.5 0.5 0.5

MUC c 0.5 b 0.5 
 c 0.5             b

 

e.    MUB =           
       

     ; MUC =                



   ;.MRS       B     c 

c             bc cbcbc           c     2 b             bc bbcbc          b     2 MU                      2

bc  
bc  

2   
bc  2                    

bc bc2
 bc2

 bc MUC                      b

 
X6.13    [Note that in the textbook the functions are not quite correctly defined for this 

question.] We have confirmed that the functions U: U(b, c) = bc and V: V(b, c) = b2c2  

represent the same preferences. 
a)   Confirm that the function W: W(b, c) = b0.5c0.5also represents these preferences.

Since  W(b,  c)  =  [U(b,  c)]0.5    

and 

 dW   0.5U 0.5 >  0,  W  is  a  monotonically   increasing

transformation of U; so W, U represent the same preferences. 

 
b)   Confirm that the partial derivative Vb is increasing in b while Vc is increasing in c, that Ub  

is independent  of  b and  Uc   independent  of  c, and  that  Wb   is decreasing  in  b  and 
Wc   is decreasing in c. 

2                                                                                                                                                       2

V = b2c2; V   2c 2b; so V   2c2  0 . Similarly,  V   2b2c ; so V   2b2  0 .
b 

U                     2 U
 

b 2 c 

U                     2 U
 

c 2

U = bc; b  
 c; so  0 . Similarly, 

b 
2

 
c  
 b; so  0 . 

c

W = b0.5c0.5;  W   0.5c0.5b0.5 ; so W    0.25c0.5b1.5  0 . Similarly,. b                                                  b 2 

2
 

W   0.5b0.5c0.5 ; so W    0.25b0.5c1.5  0 
c                                                   c 2 

 
X6.14    Even though it is often convenient to do so, why can we not simply assume that 

marginal utilities will always be decreasing? 

We have seen from the example above that we can represent a single preference 

relation with utility functions that exhibit increasing, decreasing and constant 

marginal utilities. 

 
X6.15    Confirm that the utility function in Expression 6.14 is homogeneous of degree 1, and 

that the marginal utilities, MUB and MUC, are decreasing. 

A function, U, is homogeneous of degree r if U(tb, tc) = trU(b, c). 
For U: U(b, c) = b0.25c0.75, U(tb, tc) = (tb)0.25(tc)0.75  = t(0.25+0.75)b0.25c0.75 = tU(b, c).  So U is HOD 1. 
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b 

MUB = 0.25b-0.75c0.75; MUC = 0.75b0.25c-0.25;  MU B    0.1875b1.75c 0.75 ; MUC     0.1875b0.25c 1.25 
b                                                                     c 

 

X6.16    Suppose that a consumer has utility U = b0.5c0.5.  For each of the following 
situations: 

a.   Obtain the marginal utilities MUb and MUc and the marginal rate of substitution. 

MUB = 0.5b-0.5c0.5; MUC = 0.5b0.5c-0.5; MRS =   c  . 
 

 

b.   For each of the following situations: 

i.    Obtain the relative price of the 
goods. ii.   Find the income expansion 
path.
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0.5 

c 

c 

c 

 

 
iii.  Find the most-preferred, affordable consumption bundle: 

i.       a consumer has an income m = 60, and faces prices pb = 2 and pc = 
3; 

ii.       a consumer has an income m = 84 and faces prices pb = 6 and pc = 7; 
iii.       a consumer has an income m = 144 and faces prices pb = 9 and pc = 16. 

i. a consumer has an income m = 60, and faces prices pb = 2 and pc = 3; 
 c             p b             2-     require MRS =  

b 
  

p 

  
3  

, so that the income expansion path may be written 3c

= 2b; and require the budget constraint 2b + 3c = 60 to be satisfied.  Then 

substituting for 3c, 4b = 60, b = 15, c = 10. 
ii. a consumer has an income m = 84 and faces prices pb = 6 and pc = 7; 

 c             p b                   6-     require MRS =  
b 
  

p 

  
7  

, so that the income expansion path may be written 7c

= 6b; and require the budget constraint 6b + 7c = 84 to be satisfied.  Then 
substituting for 7c, 12b = 84, b = 7, c = 6. 

iii. a consumer has an income m = 144 and faces prices pb = 9 and pc = 16. 
 c             pb  

 
  9  -     require MRS =  

b 
  

p 

     , so that the income expansion path may be written

16c = 9b; and require the budget constraint 9b + 16c = 144 to be satisfied.  

Then substituting for 16c, 18b = 144, b = 8, c = 4.5. 

 
X6.17    Now suppose that the consumer has utility U = b0.5 + c0.5.  Repeat X6.16, but for 

the following situations: 

MUB = 0.5b-0.5; MUC = 0.5c-0.5; MRS =   c     . b 

a)   A consumer has an income m = 60, and faces prices pb = 2 and pc = 
3;

We require  MRS  
=   c 0.5  

  
 p b      2  , so that the income  expansion  path may  be

b                     pc                   3 

written 9c = 4b; and require the budget constraint 2b + 3c = 60 to be satisfied.  
Then substituting for 3c, 2  4 b60; so10 b60; and b = 18, c = 8. 3                             3 

 
b)   A consumer has an income m = 100 and faces prices pb = 4 and pc = 6;

We require  MRS  
=   c 0.5  

  
 p b      2  , so that the income  expansion  path may  be

b                     pc                   3 

written 9c = 4b; and require the budget constraint 2b + 3c = 50 to be satisfied.  
Then substituting for 3c, 2  4 b50; so 10 b50; and b = 15, c =    20  . 3                             3                                                               3 

c)   A consumer has an income m = 144 and faces prices pb = 3 and pc = 9.

We require  MRS  
=   c 0.5  

  
 pb     1 , so that the income  expansion  path may be

b                     pc                  3 

written 9c = b; and require the budget constraint 3b + 9c = 144 to be satisfied.  
Then substituting for 3b, 36c = 144, and c = 4, b = 36. 

 
X6.18    Confirm that the utility functions, U: U(b, c) = b0.25c0.75 and V: V(b, c) = c3b, represent 

the same preferences, by showing that: (1) V is a monotonically increasing 
transformation of U; and (2) MRS(b, c) is the same when calculated using functions U 
and V. 
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dU 

b c C 

It is easy to confirm that V = v(U): v(U) = U4.  Differentiating,    dV   4U3   > if U > 0.

Calculating marginal utilities,  
MUB 

 U  0.25b0.75c0.75 ; MU  U  0.75b0.25 c 0.25  ; and

V         3
 

V             2MVB  
b  c ; MVC   

c   3c  b . Calculating the ratios of these marginal products, MRS =

 
MUB     0.25 b0.75 c 0.75  

   c   ; but  
 MVB     c 3     

   c   ; so that the marginal rate of substitutionMUC 0.75b0.25c0.25               3b MVC 3c2b            3b

is the ratio of marginal utilities for the same function.  This is sufficient to confirm 
that a single preference ordering is represented by both utility functions.
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2 

db 

b 

 

 
X6.19    We have stated that there are five assumptions necessary for preferences to be well- 

behaved: (i) completeness; (ii) reflexivity; (iii) transitivity; (iv) monotonicity; and (v) 
convexity.  For each assumption, state why it is essential, and sketch a diagram 

showing indifference curves in which that assumption, and that assumption only, is 
violated. Completeness – it has to be possible to compare every pair of consumption 

bundles.  We can show this in a diagram in which there is a region through which no 
indifference curves pass. Reflexivity – a consumption bundle has to belong to its own 

(weakly preferred set).  In a diagram, the indifference curve of a consumption bundle 

specifically excludes that. Transitivity – successive applications of the preference relation 

have to be consistent.  This property would be violated if indifference curves were to 

cross. 

Non-satiation – more of any good is always better.  This property is inconsistent with 
upward- sloping indifference curves. 

Convexity of preferences – linear combinations of any pair of consumption bundles in 

a preferred set also lie in the preferred set.  This property is violated whenever 

indifference become steeper moving from left to right. 

 
X6.20    Consider the following situation.  Geoff’s utility function is U: U(b, c) = b2 + c2 and he 

tries to use the rules that we have set out in this chapter to confirm that the utility-
maximizing  choice is the one that is predicted by the process in this chapter.  Geoff 

reports that he tried the consumption bundle predicted, but found it much less 

satisfying than the one he chose without trying to use the rules. 

a)   Write down the equation of the indifference curve, U = 1. 
b2 + c2 = 1 

 
b)   Show that the marginal rate of substitution MRS = –b/c. 

 
MUB     2 b   b  .MRS = MUC 2c            c

 

c)    Show that on the indifference 
curve, 

 d 2 c  0 , so that the indifference curve is concave. 
db

We can write the indifference curve as c = (1 – b2)0.5.  Differentiating,    dc    b1  b2 0.5  
 

0 ,
 

and  so 

 

db2    
 

1  b2 0.5   
   b 1.5  

 
  1 b  

  

 0 ,  so  that  the  indifference   curve  is

concave. d2c               1 



          b          
2   1.5

 

d)   Sketch the indifference  curve and explain why it should be that if pB  < pC  then Geoff 
will spend all his money on good B. 
The indifference curve is a quarter circle, centred on the origin, radius 1.  If pB  < pC, then 
the constant acquisition cost line passing through (b, c) = (1, 0) lies below the 
indifference curve, 
and intersects the vertical axis below 1.  The most preferred affordable consumption 
bundle is then (1, 0). 

 
e)   Of the assumptions  about preferences  introduced  in this chapter, which do not apply 

to 

Geoff’s preferences? 
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Geoff’s preferences are not convex. 

 
X6.21    Sketch the following diagram, which represents Helga’s preferences over goods B and C. 

We measure the quantity of good B on the horizontal axis and the quantity of good C on 

the vertical axis.  Now draw an upward sloping straight line starting from the origin.  
Above the line, every indifference curve is vertical, while to the right of the line, every
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indifference curve is horizontal.  (Every indifference curve is formed of two segments, 

one vertical, and one horizontal, which meet on the straight line that you have 
drawn.) 

The indifference curves consist of a set of L shaped curves, each of which has its vertex on 
the upward-sloping line. 

 
a)   Choose a consumption bundle to the right of the upward sloping straight line.  Explain 

the effect on utility of increasing the quantity of increasing: (i) the quantity of good B in 

Helga’s consumption bundle; and (ii) the quantity of good C. 

Increasing quantity of B has no effect on utility; increasing quantity of C does increase 
utility. 

 
b)   Repeat part (a) for a consumption bundle that lies above the line. 

Here,  increasing  quantity  of  C has  no  effect  on  utility,  whereas  increasing  quantity  of  
B 

increases it. 

 
c)    Now sketch a downward  sloping  line representing  a constant  acquisition  cost given 

that Helga has an amount  of money  m to spend.   Choose the line so that it just  

touches an indifference  curve at its vertex.   We have argued that where a constant  

acquisition  cost line just touches an indifference curve, Helga cannot reallocate resources 
and increase the utility  from  consumption.     Confirm  that  in  an  affordable  

consumption   bundle  it  is impossible  to increase either the quantity of  good B or else 
the quantity  of good C and increase utility. 

The affordability constraint has been drawn so that the preferred set is the region above 

and to the right of the point where it meets the indifference curve.  The indifference curve 

is the boundary of the preferred set. 

 
d)   Discuss  whether  or not the assumptions  in X6.19 – (i) completeness;  (ii) reflexivity;  

(iii) transitivity;  (iv) monotonicity;  and (v) convexity  – are satisfied  in your diagram.    
Hence explain whether or not you consider Helga’s preference to be well behaved. 

All are satisfied. 

Completeness: the utility function is defined for every consumption 

bundle. Reflexivity: every consumption bundle lies in its own preferred 
set. Transitivity: pairwise comparisons of utility are always consistent. 

Non-satiation: an increase in consumption of a good never leads to a reduction in utility 
Convexity:  every  linear  combination  of  a  pair  of  consumption  bundles  in a  preferred  

set necessarily lies in the preferred set as well. 

 
e)   Explain why we consider that Helga considers goods B and C to be perfect complements. 

These goods are perfect complements  since there is an ideal ratio in which they should 

be consumed,  and any deviation from that proportion  cannot increase the utility derived 
from consumption. 

 
X6.22    Ivan’s preferences between goods B and C are such that they can be represented by 

the utility function U(b, c) = 2b + c. 
a)   Confirm that Ivan obtains the same level of utility from the consumption  bundles (b, c) 
= 

(10, 0), and (b, c) = (0, 20). 

U(10, 0) = 20 = U(0, 20) 

 
b)   Sketch a diagram showing these two bundles and the indifference curve that they lie on. 

The bundles are at the end points of the line segment with equation 2b + c = 20.
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c)    Discuss  whether   or  not  Ivan’s  preferences   appear  to  satisfy  the  assumptions   of   

(i) completeness;  (ii) reflexivity; (iii) transitivity; (iv) monotonicity;  and (v) convexity.   
Does it seem to you that Ivan’s preferences are well behaved? 

Since it is possible to evaluate the utility function for every consumption bundle; 

consumption bundles lie on the indifference curve passing through them; all indifference 

curves are parallel straight lines; lines further away from the origin represent a higher 

level of utility; and the boundary of each preferred set is a straight line; we can be satisfied 
that preferences are well- behaved. 

 
d)   Now suppose that Ivan can buy units of good B at price pb = 4, and units of good C at 

price pc  = 2.   Sketch  Ivan’s  budget  constraint,  given  that the amount  of money  

available  for consumption m = 40. 

Ivan’s  budget  constraint  is  coincident  with  the  indifference  curve  that  we  have  already 
sketched. 

 
e)   From your diagram, what do you think is the best that we might say about Ivan’s resource 

allocation? 
Ivan will choose a consumption bundle on the indifference 
curve. 

 
f)    Now suppose that the price of good C increases slightly to 2.05.   Sketch the new 

budget constraint, given that Ivan still has m = 40 to finance consumption.  How does 

your answer to part (e) change? 
The  new  budget  constraint  is  slightly  flatter  than  the  original  one,  and  lies  below  

the indifference  curve,  meeting  it  on  the  horizontal  axis  –  so  the  most-preferred,  

affordable consumption bundle contains only good B. 

 
g)   Repeat part (f), but now with the price of good B increasing to 4.005. 

The  new  budget  constraint  is  slightly  steeper  than  the  original  one,  and  lies  above  

the indifference   curve,  meeting  it  on  the  vertical  axis  –  so  the  most-preferred,  
affordable consumption bundle contains only good C. 

 
h)   If we know that Ivan chooses a mixture of goods B and C, what can we say about the 

price ratio pb/pc? 

The price ratio must be exactly 2. 

 
i)    Why do we consider that Ivan considers goods B and C to be perfect substitutes? 

The marginal rate of substitution is constant; so that two units of B can always be 
substituted for a single unit of C. 

 
X6.23    X6.21 and X6.22 explore special cases of preferences. 

a)   In  X6.21,  what  assumption  of  ‘good  behaviour’  is  barely  satisfied?     In  X6.22,  
which 

(different) assumption of ‘good behaviour’ is barely 
satisfied? 

With perfect complements,  non-satiation  is only just satisfied; with perfect substitutes, 
it is convexity of preferences that is only just satisfied. 

 
b)   In  diagrammatic   terms,  what  is  ruled  out  as  contrary  to  the  assumptions   of   

good behaviour? 

Non-satiation rules out upward-sloping  segments for indifference curves; and convexity 

rules out indifference curves that become steeper, moving from left to right.
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X6.24    In some textbook diagrams, indifference curves are drawn so that they are convex, but 

become upward-sloping at high values of consumption of one good.  Explain what the 
upward-sloping component of the indifference curve means in terms of the 

assumptions of good behaviour. 

The assumption of non-satiation is violated. 

 
X6.25    Sometimes economists have argued for the existence of a bliss point, the most-

preferred bundle.  Sketch a diagram in which all the assumptions of good behaviour – 

except monotonicity – are satisfied, and there is still a bliss point.  On your diagram, 

sketch a budget constraint that passes above and to the right of the bliss point.  

Explain how a consumer’s behaviour will differ when there is a bliss point from the 

situation in which there are well-behaved preferences. 

Since the bliss point is affordable, we can be certain that it will be purchased.  The bliss 

point lies within the budget constraint, and so its acquisition cost is less than the sum 
available for consumption.  In this case, the consumer has money available to finance 

further consumption. 

 
X6.26    We have generally talked in terms of the most-preferred consumption bundle involving 

the purchase of both goods B and C.  Suppose that Kaila spends all her money on good 
B, and none on good C.  How might we reconcile this outcome with the fact that she 

has well- behaved preferences?  [Hint: Suppose that the condition that Kaila’s marginal 

rate of substitution is equal to the price ratio is satisfied only when all her money is 
spent on good B; and then consider what Kaila would do if that condition were never 

satisfied, so that for any consumption bundle the marginal rate of substitution is 
greater than the price ratio.] 

It must be the case that Kaila’s MRS is greater than the price ratio for all 
consumption bundles on the budget constraint.  Indifference curves then cut 

through the budget constraint, with the utility achieved increasing as good B is 
substituted for good C. This continues until only good B is being consumed. 

This also means that the conditions that we have given for utility maximization (MRS 

equal to the price ratio) can never be satisfied.  This leads to the result that the most-
preferred affordable consumption bundle cannot contain both goods.
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Chapter 7 

 
X7.1      Calculate Leena’s demand for cheese when she has an amount of money, m, to finance 

consumption.  Check that your answer is correct by calculating her spending on bread 

and cheese, and checking that her total spending is m.  What fraction of her total 

expenditure m is on bread? 

We know that 1.6b + 12c = m; and that b = 2.5c, so substituting for b, 16c = m, and c   m  . 

Then substituting back into the expenditure constraint, 1.6b + 12c = 1.6  m    12 m  m , and
 

Leena spends all of her money in acquiring the consumption 
bundle. 

6.4                 16

 

X7.2      Using the equations of the Engel curves, confirm that the income expansion path is c = 

0.4b, as shown in Chapter 6. Confirm that expenditure on bread plus expenditure 
on cheese is always -equal to m.  Explain what this result means. 

Given that b*, c*   5m  , 2 m  , we note that 2b* = 5c*, as required. 32       32 

 
X7.3      Explain why the following statements are false: 

a)   Where there are only two goods to consume, we expect both of them to be inferior. 

With two inferior goods, demand for both decreases with income, and total expenditure 
falls. This would be inconsistent with preferences being well-behaved. 

 
b)   Where there are only two goods to consume, we expect the demand for both to 

increase more rapidly than income. 

Assuming  that  initially  income  exceeds  expenditure,  then  increasing  income,  expenditure 

would  increase   more  rapidly  than  income,  which  violates  the   consumer’s   expenditure 

constraint. 

 
c)    With only two goods, if demand for one good increases more quickly than income, 

then the other good must be inferior. 
It must be true that as the expenditure share of one good increases, the expenditure share 
of 
the other one falls; but it is nonetheless possible for the expenditure share of a good to 

fall while total expenditure on it increases. 

 
X7.4      Sketch a diagram showing an Engel curve that starts from the origin, but is upward-

sloping and becomes steeper and steeper.  Choose two or three points on the curve. 

Confirm that for each point, the slope of the tangent is greater than the slope of the 

line that joins the point to the origin.  Using the definition of the income elasticity of 

demand, what do you conclude about its value for all points on the curve? 

The tangents to the curve will certainly intersect the horizontal (income) axis to the right 

of the origin, and so are steeper.  Defining the income elasticity of demand as the ratio of 
the slope of the tangent to the slope of the line connecting that point of tangency to the 

origin, we conclude that the income elasticity of demand is greater than one. 

 
X7.5      Repeat X7.4, for a curve that is upward-sloping, but that becomes steadily flatter. 

The tangents to the curve will certainly intersect the vertical (demand) axis above the 
origin, and so are flatter than the lines connecting the tangent points to the origin.  

Given the definition of the income elasticity of demand we conclude that the income 
elasticity of demand is positive, but less than than one. 

 
X7.6      When does an Engel curve have elasticity equal to zero?  [Hint: Use Expression 7.6.]  

At such a point, is the good normal or inferior?
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p 

c 

p 

 

 
For an income elasticity of demand equal to zero, demand neither increases nor 

decreases with income.  The good is then neither normal nor inferior, but lies on the 
boundary between these two classes. 

 
X7.7      Suppose that Omar reports that his utility, derived from consumption of a bundle of 

bread and cheese, is U = b0.5c0.5.  For each of the following price pairs, (pb, pc): 
i. pb = 2 and pc = 3;    ii.   pb = 6 and pc = 7;      iii.  pb = 9 and pc = 16 

a)   Obtain Omar’s income expansion path, and his demands for bread and cheese.

Easy to check that for Omar, MUB  = 0.5b-0.5c0.5, MUC  = 0.5b0.5c-0.5; so that MRS 
= 

  c  .  For

income expansion path, MRS =  
pb   , so that his income expansion path has the equation 

pbb 
c 

= pcc. 

Then if pbb + pcc = m, we obtain demands  b   m   ; c   m   .
 

 m              m
 
2pb 2pc

i.Expansion path 2b = 3c; demands  b  
4  

; c  
6 

 m                m
 

ii.Expansion path 6b = 7c; demands  b  
12 

; c  
14 

 m                m
 

iii.Expansion path 9b = 16c; demands  b  
18 

; c  
32 

 
b)   Illustrate his demands using Engel curves. 

Engel curves will be straight line passing through the origin. 

 
c)    Calculate the expenditure shares of bread and cheese, and his income elasticity of 

demand for both goods. 

Easy to confirm that for demands, b and c, as above, pbb = pcc = 0.5m, so expenditure 
shares, 

 p b bsb  m    0.5 ; and sc = 0.5.

 

X7.8      Now suppose that Philippa has utility U = b0.5 + c0.5.  Repeat X7.7, but for 
prices: 

i. pb = 2 and pc = 3;    ii.   pb = 4 and pc = 6;      iii.  pb = 3 and pc = 
9

Easy to check that for Philippa, MUB  = 0.5b-0.5, MUC  = 0.5c-0.5; so that MRS 
=   c 0.5 .   For

 

income expansion  path, MRS  
= 

pb
2b = p 2c. 

b 

 
 pb   , so that her income  expansion  path has the  

equation 
c

 

Then  if pbb + pcc = m, we can  rewrite  the  constraint  
as p b1 

 pb   m , so that  demand

b   m            pc          ; and it follows that c   m    pb        
b               pc

pb      pb  pc pc      pb  pc

Again, we see that the Engel curves are all straight lines passing through the origin, and 
that

the expenditure shares are  
s  

  pc         ; and s  
  pb         :

b       pb  pc c 

 3m
 

pb  pc 

 2m
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i.Expansion path 4b = 9c; demands  b  
10  

; c  
15  

; sb = 0.6; sc = 0.4
 3 m

 
 m ii.Expansion path 16b = 36c, or 4b = 9c; demands  b  

20  
; c  

15  
; sb = 0.6; sc = 0.4 

 m                m 
 

iii.Expansion path 9b = 81c, or b = 9c; demands ; b  
4  

; c  
36 

; ; sb = 0.75; sc = 
0.25 

Again, we see that the Engel curves are all straight lines passing through the origin. 

 
X7.9      Explain how reasonable you consider the HMRC allowance of £0.20 per mile cycled to 

be. [Note: 1 mile = 1.609 km.] 

To be a sensible measure of expenditure, it should include all the costs associated with cycling 
one mile.  If we take the replacement cost of a bicycle to be about £200, and assume that 

the bicycle is used for a short journey (of say five miles) in both directions on 100 days per 

year, 

for a total of 1,000 miles, then the cost of the bicycle can be recouped in a year.  This seems 
a
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much more generous allowance than approximately £0.50 for a car, where to recover 

replacement costs in one year would perhaps require in excess of 20,000 miles travel per 
year. 

 
X7.10    What evidence have we collected of car travel being a superior good?  How would 

you assess the claim that public transport within cities tends to be an inferior good?  

Do you think that the same could be said of long-distance travel (for example trans-

Atlantic air travel to North America)? 

The people who tend to use cars appear to have characteristics of people with higher 

income. To determine whether or not this is correct, we would have to find some way of 

evaluating 
the spending patterns of people.  We could simply ask them how much they spend on bus 

travel and their incomes, but this would not take account of other factors; and a better 

source of data would be through the compilation of expenditure diaries, which could then 
be analysed using statistical techniques. 

With long-distance air travel, given the cost of a single journey, it seems likely that 

over a wide range of incomes, this will be a superior good. 

 
X7.11    Other than differences in income, what factors might lead younger people to be 

more likely to use self-powered transport than older people?  Why might the 
presence of such factors mean that we could easily overestimate the income 
elasticity of demand? 

Younger people are likely to be fitter and so more capable of producing the effort needed 

to cycle.  They might also have better eyesight and hearing and faster reactions 

(important for safety when cycling in traffic), and may have more friends who cycle.  If we 

believe that people switch to other means of transport as their income increases, but do 

not take account of these other factors that mean that richer, older people are less likely 

to cycle, then we overestimate the (negative) effect of increasing income on demand, and 
so the income elasticity. 

 
X7.12    Giving reasons, state whether you believe that air travel is a superior, a normal (but 

not superior), or an inferior good.  Sketch an income offer curve showing how use of 

air and car travel might change as income increases. 

We certainly expect air travel to be a normal good; and we also note that even on a 

single flight, there will often be very large differences in the prices charged in different 
cabins. People with high incomes might well also have jobs requiring them to travel by 

plane more frequently; all of this suggests that for at least some income levels, air travel 

is likely to be a superior good. 

 
X7.13    We observe some people who drive everywhere, and others who have no car and only 

use public transport (ignoring walking and cycling).  Suppose that there is a threshold 

income at which someone will buy a car, switching from public transport only to car 

use only. Sketch the income offer curve that illustrates this situation.  [Hint: The 
income offer curve will not be continuous, but will jump when the switch is made.] 

The income offer curve will have two arms, one along the public transport axis, which 

starts from the origin, and the other along the car axis, which will start from the level of 

demand at the switching income. 

 
X7.14    If bread and cheese are normal goods but neither is superior, sketch the income offer 

curve for Salma, who consumes 2 kg of cheese and 9 loaves.  [Hint: What very simple 

shape is defined as soon as we know two points on it?] 
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If both goods are normal, but neither is superior, then demand increases with income, but 

no faster than income.  Unless demand for both goods is linear in income, one good 

would have
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to be superior.  So Salma’s income offer curve must be a straight line, starting from 

the origin, and passing through the consumption bundle (b, c) = (9, 2). 

 
X7.15    Sketch the diagram that we have found, by using the following values of pb and 

calculating the associated values of b: 0.4, 0.8, 1.2, 1.6, 2.4, 3.2, 4.8. 

b(p) 40 20 13.33 10 6.67 5 3.33 

p 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.4 3.2 4.8 
 

 

 
 

X7.16    We have said that spending on bread stays the same as its price changes. What does 
this imply about spending on cheese? Given that the price of cheese is constant, 

calculate the effect of a change in the price of bread on the demand for cheese. 

If spending on bread is constant, then spending on cheese will be constant.  Since the 

price of cheese does not change, the demand for change remains constant as the price of 
bread changes; the effect of the change in the price of cheese is zero. 

 
X7.17    Demonstrate that with unit price elasticity of demand for good X, so that  = –1, the 

total amount of money that a consumer will spend on good X will remain constant as 
prices change.

X     p
 

X             XPrice elasticity of demand   
p . X    1 .  

So 
p   p  . Writing expenditure E = pX,

dE                      X                      X
 

dp  X  p 
p  X  p p  0 ; so expenditure is constant. 

 
X7.18    For the demand function x: x = 100p-0.5: 

a)   Calculate the quantity demanded for prices p = 0.25, 1, 4, 9 and 16, and sketch the 

demand curve. 
p 0.25 1 4 9 16 

x = 100p-0.5
 200 100 50 100 

3 25 

Demand curve is downward sloping, convex and does not intersect the axes. 
 

b)   Show that the elasticity  of demand  is –0.5. On your graph, show how the  

proportional change in price relates to the proportional change in demand.
x     p 
p     x 

  50p 1.5        p        
 

100 p 0.5

Following a change in price, the proportionate  change in (the inverse of) demand is 

half of the proportionate change in price. 

 
X7.19    For the demand function x: x = 100p-2:
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x y 

1  

Y 


. 

dp                       p                       p 

p 

. 

 

 
a)   Calculate the quantity demanded for prices p = 0.5, 1, 2, 3 and 4, and sketch the 

demand curve. 
p 0.5 1 2 3 4 
x = 100p-2

 400 100 25 100 
9 

100 
16 

Demand curve is downward sloping, convex and does not intersect the axes.  It is much 
flatter 
than the demand curve in the previous example. 

 
b)   Show  that  the  elasticity  of demand  is –2. On  your  graph,  show  how  the  

proportional change in price relates to the proportional change in demand.
x     p

 
3          p  

  
p  . x    200p . 

100 p 2     2

Following a change in price, the proportionate change in (the inverse of) demand is twice 

the proportionate change in price. 

 
X7.20    Assume that a consumer’s preferences are defined by the Cobb Douglas utility function, 

U: U(x, y) = xy1 - , that the consumer has m = 60 to spend, and that the price of good x, 

px = 2, while the price of y, py, might vary. 
601 


a)   Show that the demand,  y         . 

y

The marginal utilities may be written MUX  

= 
1 



U  x 1 y 1  and MUY  = U  1 x y  , so

MRS
 

 MUX  
 

  .  x        .  y  
 

  y      .      For   the   tangency   condition   to   be    satisfied,  
MU   

  
1     x

 

y
  1 x

MRS     y        
 px      2   ,  so  that  2(1  -  )x  =  pyy.    Substituting  for  2x  in  the  budget

 
1 x              py                  py 

constraint, 

2x + pyy = 60,       1p  y  60 , so that   
 py y   

 60 . The result follows immediately.
1               y 1

 
b)   Confirm that the elasticity of demand p = –1.

Price elasticity of demand,  


y    p 


   601  p 2              py 

601    

1    1

p         p    y y                      py

 
X7.21    Expenditure on a good is the product of demand and price.  Demonstrate that 

expenditure on a good for which demand is inelastic increases with its price, while 

expenditure on a good for which demand is elastic falls with its price.
X      p

 
X             XWe start by assuming that the price elasticity of demand    

p  . X   1 .  
So 

p   p  . Writing

dE                      X                      Xexpenditure E = 
pX, 

dp  X  p 
p  X  p p  0 ; so expenditure is constant.

X      p
  

X             X

For inelastic demand,    
p  

. 
X  
 1 , 

so 
p    p and writing expenditure E = pX,

dE 
 

X 
 

 X  X  p      X  p     0 ; so expenditure is increasing.  A similar argument applies when 

demand is elastic, so that  < -1. 
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X7.22    For the demand function x: x(p) = 100 – 2p: 

a)   Calculate demand when price is zero, and the price when demand is zero, and sketch 
the demand curve. 

x(0) = 100; for x(p) = 100 – 2p = 0, p = 50; with quantity axis on horizontal and price on 

the vertical, demand curve will be a straight line connecting (x, p) = (100, 0) to (0, 50). 

 
b)   Obtain the formula for the price elasticity of demand in this case.  Confirm that the 

price elasticity of demand is zero when the good is free, undefined if demand is choked 

off by a high price, and minus one at the mid-point of the demand curve.
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dp 

dp 

 

  x
 

 p  


       p            2 p       ; the good is free for p = 0, so that 2p = 0, and       0       = 0;
p 

. 
x 2. 

1002p 100 2p 
 

100  0

when p = 50, 100 – 2p = 0, so it is not possible to evaluate the price elasticity, ; and when p 
= 

25, 2p = 100 – 2p = 50, so that  = -1. 
 dp 

 
     100  c)    Confirm that the derivative of the price elasticity  of 

demand, 
dp   
  

p  50 2 
< 0.   Explain

what  this  means  in  terms  of  the  relationship  between  the  price  of  the  good  and  
its elasticity of demand. 

 1    100      1    100      1   50     .    Then  applying  the  chain  rule  of  differentiation,Write  

100 2 p 2p  50 
 

p  50

d   50(p50)2
 

 

 

X7.23    For the demand function q = 400 – 8p, repeat X7.22a and X7.22b, and then: 

q(0) = 400; for q(p) = 400 – 8p = 0, p = 50; with quantity axis on horizontal and price on 

the vertical, demand curve will be a straight line connecting (q, p) = (400, 0) to (0, 50).

 
q

 
 p 
 


       p        

  
      8 p       

  
     p  

 
      0  

   
p . q 

8. 400 8p 400 8p 50  p  
; the good is free for p = 0, and    100  0  

= 0; when p =

50, 50 – p = 0, so it is not possible to evaluate the price elasticity, ; and when p = 25, 8p = 

400 – 8p = 200, so that  = -1. 

 
a)   Show that when  demand  is elastic, this consumer  reduces  spending  on the good if  

the price rises.

Expenditure E = pq = (400 – 8p)p; so 
that 

0, or if p < 25; and decreases if p > 25. 

 dE 40016p .  Expenditure increases if 400 – 16p >

q     p
 

     p  
Elasticity of demand,    

p . q   50  

p 

< -1 if p > 50 – p, or if p > 25; and 0 >  > -1 if p < 25.

So when demand is elastic, expenditure  decreases  as the price rises; and when  
demand  is inelastic, expenditure increases as the price rises. 

 
b)   Show that when demand is inelastic, this consumer increases spending on the good if 

the price rises. 

See above. 

 
c)    At what price do you consider that the consumer will spend the most money? 

The consumer will spend the most money when  = -1. 

 
X7.24    Suppose that Thomas considers travel both by bus and by car simply to be necessary as 

he moves from one activity to another.  Why might this suggest that bus and car travel 

will be close substitutes?  Sketch a diagram showing the price expansion path.  [Hint: 

Remember that if goods are perfect substitutes, there is only one price ratio at which 
both will be consumed.] 

Bus and car travel provide similar services.  As the price of public transport falls, there 
will be a price at which Thomas will switch mode of transport, choosing after that only to 

travel by car.  The price expansion path will consist of a single point representing his 

demand for car travel when he uses only that, and a point showing his demand for bus 

travel when he uses that mode of transport. 
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X7.25    What reasons can you give for supposing that following a reduction in the price of 

public transport, the increase in bus usage might be greater than the reduction in car 

usage?
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This simply requires people’s demand for bus travel to have a non-zero price elasticity 

of demand.  As well as switching from car to bus travel, there will be higher demand 
for bus travel – people travelling more often, or for longer distances – when the price 

falls. 

 
X7.26    We have concentrated in this discussion on the price of travel. What other costs do 

you think we should also take into account? Suppose that instead of thinking about 

the prices in monetary terms, we concentrate on the time cost. How might we then 

interpret the price expansion path? 

We have not thought about the cost of acquiring a car, which is a substantial sunk cost.  

In terms of time cost, we expect there to be substantial time savings from having a car.  If 
we were to try to represent the price of travel in terms of financial payments and time 

used, then the prices that we would use for both modes of travel would be substantially 

higher.  The 

price expansion path should show the effect on demands as these ‘full prices’ change. 

 
X7.27    Could we ever observe an upward-sloping price offer path? Explain your answer. 

Yes; if the two goods are complements, then as the price of one falls, we expect to see 
more of both being consumed.
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Chapter 8 

 
X8.1      Confirm that if pc = 12, then Expression 8.2 may be written b = 2.5c.  Show that for 

any value of pc, Michael’s expenditure on cheese will then always be three times 

his expenditure on bread. 
 p c  When pc = 12,  0.5 , so b = 2.5c.

 
X8.2      Using Expression 8.2, calculate the quantity of bread, b0, in the cheapest 

acceptable bundle, Z0. [Note: This will be a function of pc.]

If c0 =  3 ,072  , then since b =    5   p c , 
b

 =    5   p  3 ,072 0.25 
1.55p 0.75

pc                                                                                         24     c 0        24     c      pc                                                     
c

 

X8.3      Given the Hicksian demands, bH(pc) and cH(pc), confirm that for any price, pc: 

a)   the marginal rate of substitution, MRS, is equal to the price ratio   
 pb  

 
1.6 

; and
 

                  V 
 
  c 3   

 

 

  c  
    3 ,072 0.25   

 

 

  8  
 

pc        pc

MUB                   b                                                                          pc
 

MRS =                                                               
C                    V             3c2b       3b             5 3,0720.25 p 0.75            5p 

c                                                         8                                  c                            c 

 

b)   the cheapest, acceptable bundle, Z0, always lies on the indifference curve c3b = 640, 

which is the boundary of the acceptable set.

V(b0, c0) = c0
3b0 =  3 ,072  .  5   p  3 ,072 0.25 640

pc                          24             pc 

 
X8.4      Calculate the acquisition cost, A(b0, c0), of the cheapest, acceptable bundle, and show 

that it increases with the price of cheese, pc.

A(b0,   c0)   =   1.6b0     +   pcc0     
= 

 8   5   p c  p c  4 p c ,   and   substituting   for   c0,   A   =

5    24     c   0 c   0       3     c   0

 4 3 ,072 0.25 
p 

0.75  , which is clearly increasing in pc
 

3                                  c 

 

X8.5      Confirm that for Leena, the price elasticity of demand     dc* . 
   pc      1 , but that for

 

Michael,      dcH      pc       0.25 . 

c               c     c   pc

c               c     c    pc 

For Leena, demand  c   3m  , so c      3m   , and the result follows directly.  Similarly, with4pc pc 4p 2

Michael’s demands,  c  3,072 0.25 
, c     7680.25 p 0.75 , and again, the result follows directly.

 
pc                           pc                                              c 

 
X8.6      Suppose that the price of cheese increases from pc0 = 12 to pc1 = 16.  Confirm that 

initially Leena and Michael would have chosen the same consumption bundles, but 

that after the price increase Leena reduces her consumption of cheese while 

maintaining her consumption of bread, whereas Michael increases his consumption of 

bread while reducing consumption of cheese, though by less than Leena. 

When pc = 12, we have the problem in Section 6.4, and know that for Leena the utility- 
maximizing, affordable bundle, (b*, c*) = (10, 4).  Setting pc = 12 in this case, we find that 
for Michael, the least-cost acceptable bundle, (b0, c0) = (10, 4). 

 When price pc = 16, with income and prices unchanged, we know that Leena’s demand for 
bread  b  16  will not change, but her demand for cheese, given by the expression c =    48   

= 3, pb                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 p c 
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will be less than before. 
For Michael, after the price change, demand for bread, b0 =
  5   p  3 ,072 0.25  

 10 1920.25  
12.4.

  

Demand for cheese, c =  3 ,072 0.25   
 3.72.

24     c      pc                                 3 0             pc
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X8.7      Suppose that the least-cost, acceptable bundle changes from Z0 to Z1 after the price 

of cheese doubles.  What other price change would lead to this change in 

compensated demands? What could you say about the acquisition cost of the new 

bundle in this case? Sketch a diagram showing the income and substitution effects 

for this alternative price change. 

As well as the price of cheese doubling, the same effect on demand would occur if the 
price of bread were to be halved, since it is the relative price that matters in this case.  We 

would 

show the income effect as a movement of the affordability constraint out so that it 

touches a higher indifference curve than was previously affordable, and the substitution 

effect as a shift along an indifference curve, substituting bread for cheese in the 
consumption bundle. 

 
X8.8      Using diagrams, confirm that bundle Z1 is not affordable at the original prices, and 

that bundle Z0 is not affordable at the new prices. 
As in Figure 8.3, we note that Z0 lies above the affordability constraint through Z1 and Z1  

lies above the affordability constraint through Z0.  So neither bundle would be affordable 
when 
the other one is chosen. 

 
X8.9      Sketch a diagram that shows a budget constraint reflecting the new prices through 

the original, most-preferred affordable bundle, Z0.  Show that after the price 

increase, the most-preferred, affordable bundle on this new budget constraint will 
be preferred to Z1. Illustrate the substitution and income effects in this case. 

Since the original bundle is unaffordable at the new prices, the budget constraint through 
Z0 reflecting the new prices lies further away from the origin than the budget constraint 

through Z1. We might expect both the income and substitution effects to be larger with 

this price change. 

 
X8.10    Consider the following problem.  Uma has utility function U(b, c) = (bc)0.5, where (just 

for a change), we define b as the number of books she purchases and c as the number 
of concerts she attends.  Uma is willing to spend 200 on books and concerts.  The prices 

of both books and concerts are initially 10. 

a)   Find Uma’s ordinary demands, given these prices. 
This  problem  should  by  now  be  reasonably  familiar.     Uma’s  MRS  may  be  written  

as: MRS(b, c) =    c  , so that the equation of her income expansion path will be pbb = pcc.  

In this case, pb = pc = 10, so the income expansion path has equation, b = c.  This also means 

that she 
spends half of her money on books, and half on concerts, so her most-preferred, 
affordable 
consumption bundle, (b*, c*) = (10, 10). 

 
b)   Show that Uma obtains  a utility of 100; and that her compensated  demands,  given  

the constraint that she must achieve a utility of 100, are the same as her ordinary 
demands. U(10, 10) = (10*10)0.5  = 10. 

Compensated demands: Income expansion path, b = c.  Utility constraint, U(b, c) = (bc)0.5 = 
10. So b2 = c2 =100; and b = c = 10. 

 
The price of concert tickets now increases to 12.5. 

c)    Calculate  Uma’s ordinary  demands after the price change. [Note: The demand for  
books should not change.] 
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From previous examples, we know that Uma’s demand for books remains unchanged, 
while her demand for concert tickets is inversely related to their price.  So the new most-

preferred, affordable consumption bundle is (b, c) = (10, 8).
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d)   Calculate  Uma’s  compensated   demands  after  the  price  change.  (Remember   that  

we assume that utility from consumption will be 100.) 
Given the acceptability constraint, U2 = bc = 100, and that on the income expansion path, 
10b 
= 12.5c (or b = 1.25c), we can rewrite the constraint as 1.25c2  = 100, so that c = 800.5   

8.94; and then it follows that b = 1250.5   11.2.  The least-cost, acceptable consumption 

bundle, (b, c)  (11.2, 8.94). 

 
e)   Calculate  the  substitution  and  income  effects  of  the  price  change  for  both  books  

and concert tickets. 

The  substitution  effects  are  the  changes  from  the  original  demands  to the  compensated 

demands: for books, bS   1.2, and for concert tickets, cS   -1.06.  The income effects 

are the changes from the compensated  demands to the final demands.   For books, bM  

 -1.2, and for concert tickets cM  -0.94. 

 
f)    Sketch a diagram showing these effects. 

The diagram should have the books axis on the horizontal and the concert ticket axis on 
the vertical.   The initial affordability  constraint,  b + c = 20, passes through (10, 10)  and 

has a slope of -1.  At (10, 10), it is tangent to the indifference curve, bc = 100.  The 

compensated constraint is flatter, and has a slope of -0.8.  It is tangent to the indifference 
curve bc = 100 at approximately (11.2, 8.94).  The final budget constraint has the equation 

b + 1.25c = 20.  It is parallel to the compensated constraint, but is tangent to the indifference 

curve bc = 80 at (10, 

8). 

 
X8.11    Repeat X8.10 for Vishal, whose utility function V = x0.5 + y0.5. [Note: In part (b), you will

treat Vishal as a cost minimizer with a utility target of  

2 
10 .]

This problem should also be reasonably familiar.  Vishal’s MRS may be written as: MRS(x, y) 
= 

  y 0.5  
, so that the equation of his income expansion path will be p 2x = p 2y.  In this case, 

p
 

x                                                                                                                                                                                       x                y                                                 x 

= py  = 10, so the income expansion path has equation, x = y.  This also means that he 
spends half  of  his  money  on  good  X,  and  half  on  good  Y,  so  his  most-preferred,  

affordable consumption bundle, (x*, y*) = (10, 10).

U(10, 10) = 100.5 + 100.5 =  

2 
10 .

Compensated demands: Income expansion path, x = y.  Utility constraint, U(x, y) = x0.5 + y0.5  

=

2  10 . So 2 x  2 y  2 10  ; and x = y = 10.

After the price change, Vishal’s income expansion path becomes 100x = 156.25y, so that 
x = 

1.5625y. 
To find the ordinary demands, we substitute into the new budget constraint, 10x + 12.5y 
= 

200, or x + 1.25y = 20.  Then from the income expansion path, 2.8125y = 20 and y  7.11; 

and to lie on the income  expansion  path, x = 1.5625y   11.1.   The most-preferred,  

affordable consumption bundle (x, y)  (11.1, 7.11)

For the compensated demands, substituting into the utility constraint,  
2.25 

y  2 10 , and y
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 7.90.  Then, given that x = 1.5625y, x  12.3, so that the least-cost affordable consumption 

bundle (x, y)  (12.3, 7.90). 

The  substitution  effects  are  the  changes  from  the  original  demands  to the  compensated 

demands:  for good  X, xS   2.3, and for good  Y, yS   -2.1.   The  income  effects  are 

the changes from the compensated demands to the final demands.  For good X, xM   -

1.2, and for concert tickets cM  -0.79. 
In a diagram, show the consumption  of good X on the horizontal  axis and consumption 
of good Y on the vertical axis.  The initial affordability constraint, x + y = 20, passes through 

(10, 

10) and has a slope of -1.   At (10, 10), it is tangent  to the indifference  curve, x0.5  +  y0.5   

=
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2  10 .  The compensated  constraint is flatter, and has a slope of -0.8.  It is tangent to 
the

indifference  curve  x0.5   +  y0.5    

= 

2  10 at  approximately   (12.3,  7.90).    The  final  budget

constraint  has equation  x + 1.25y = 20.  It is parallel to the compensated  constraint, 

but is tangent to the indifference curve x0.5 + y0.5 = 6 at approximately (11.1, 7.11). 

 
X8.12    Suppose that Wang’s preferences are represented by utility function U(b, c) = 2b + 3c. 

a)   Initially prices are pb = 10 and pc = 15.  Sketch indifference curves for U = 20, U = 30 and U 
= 

40.  Indicate on the diagram Wang’s most preferred affordable consumption bundles, 
given that m = 150. 

In a diagram with consumption of good B measured on the horizontal, and 

consumption of good C measured on the vertical axis, Wang’s preferences  are 

illustrated by line segments. 

The indifference curve U = 20, is a downward sloping line, stretching from (b, c) =  0 ,  20  
to 

(10, 0); U = 30, is parallel to U = 20, stretching from (b, c) = (0, 10)  to (15, 0); and U = 40, 
is

also parallel to U = 20, stretching from (b, c) = 0 ,  40 


to (20, 0).

When m = 150, we can write Wang’s budget constraint as 10b + 15c = 150; or 2b + 3c = 

30. This is the equation of one of the indifference  curves, and so every consumption 

bundle on that indifference curve is in the most-preferred, affordable set. 

 
b)   Show the change in demand that occurs if pc increases to 16. 

The budget constraint  tilts anticlockwise  around its intersection  on the b-axis.   This 

means that it now lies below the indifference curve 2b + 3c = 30 whenever c > 0, so that 

there is a unique most-preferred, affordable consumption bundle, (15, 0). 

 
c)    Explain why there is no change in utility.  What do you conclude about the income 

effect in this case? 
One of the most-preferred  affordable  consumption  bundles  from before  the price  
increase 
becomes the only member of the most-preferred,  affordable set after the price change.   

So the utility generated from consumption  remains the same.   The compensated demands 

are the ordinary demands, so there can be no income effect. 

 
X8.13    Suppose that Xavier’s preference can be represented by the utility function U(b, c) = 

min(2b, 3c). 

a)   Initially prices are pb = 10 and pc = 15.  Sketch indifference curves for U = 10, U = 15 and U 
= 

20.  Indicate Xavier’s most preferred, affordable consumption bundle given that m = 
150. Indifference  curves are L shaped, with their vertices on the line 2b = 3c.  So, for U = 
15, the vertex is at (b, c) = (7.5, 5), with a horizontal segment to the right of this point 

(with equation c = 5), and a vertical segment to the right of this point (with equation b = 

7.5). 

When m = 150, since by spending 30 on good B, and 30 on good C, Xavier generates utility 
U 
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= 6, he will spend 75 on both goods, purchasing the consumption bundle (b, c) = (7.5, 5), 
and generating  utility  U  =  15.    The  budget  constraint,  10b  +  15c  =  150  is  tangent  
to  the indifference curve U = 15 at the most-preferred, affordable consumption bundle. 

 
b)   Show the change in demand that occurs if pc increases to 20. 

After the price increase, to generate utility U = 6, Xavier spends 30 on good B and 40 on 
good C.  So, allocating 64.29 to the purchase of good B and 85.71 to the purchase of good 

A, Xavier purchases bundle (b, c)  (6.43, 4.29), and generates utility U  12.9. 

 
c)    Illustrate  the  income  expansion  path  on this  diagram  and  the  total  effect  of the  

price change.  What do you conclude about the income effect in this case?
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Irrespective  of the price ratio, the income  expansion  path has the equation  2b = 3c.   

The effect of the price change is shown as a shift along the income expansion path, and 
so the income  effect in this case  is also the total effect of the price change  (so  that 

there is no substitution effect here). 

 
X8.14    The only goods available to Zeki are biscuits and coffee, whose prices are pb and pc.  

Zeki has an amount of money m to finance purchases, and he chooses his most-
preferred, affordable consumption bundle Z*(b*, c*).  His preferences are well 
behaved. 

a)   Draw  a  diagram  to  show  the  shape  of  the  indifference  curve  on  which  Zeki’s  
most preferred, affordable consumption bundle lies.  Demonstrate that: 

Drawing  the diagram  with consumption  of good B on the horizontal,  and  consumption  

of good  C on the vertical  axis, we simply  require  the indifference  curve  on which  the 

most- preferred,  affordable  consumption  bundle  lies, to be downward  sloping and convex 

to the origin, ensuring that there is a unique, most-preferred, affordable consumption 

bundle.   We show this bundle Z* as the point at which the budget constraint is tangent to 
an indifference curve. 

 
i.       if the price of one good changes, then Zeki’s demands will change; and 

Since when the price of one good changes, if there is a price increase, then bundle 

Z* will no longer be affordable; but if there is a price cut, Z* will no longer lie 
on the boundary of the affordable set, and so cannot be the most-preferred 

bundle in the affordable set. 

 
ii.       the  substitution  effect  will  increase  his demand  for the  good  that  has  become 

relatively  cheaper,  and  decrease  the  demand  for  the  good  that  has  become 

relatively more expensive. 

The  change  in  relative  prices  changes  the  slope  of  the  budget  constraint.    

The substitution  effect  is  the  change  in  demands,  while  holding  utility  constant  
(the change  in the least-cost,  acceptable  bundle  following  a change  in  relative  

prices). With convex preferences, this will necessarily mean that there will be an 
increase in demand for the good that has become relatively cheaper, and a decrease 

in demand for the good that has become relatively more expensive. 

 
b)   Draw a separate diagram, with a single budget constraint.   Choose a bundle on it, 

which will represent  Zeki’s  initial  most-preferred,  affordable  consumption  bundle,  Z0.   

Add an indifference curve passing through that point.  Zeki’s favourite café now 

announces that it will reduce the price of coffee by 50% for the next month. 

i.       On your diagram, indicate the substitution effect. 
Drawing a diagram with consumption of biscuits on the horizontal and 

consumption of coffee on the vertical axis, then the substitution effect of this price 

change should be shown as a shift up the indifference  curve to a point where its 

gradient is twice what it was before the price change. 

 
ii.       Show Zeki’s income effect, for the three cases: (1) coffee and biscuits are normal 

goods; (2) coffee is a normal good, but biscuits  are inferior;  and (3)  biscuits  

are normal, but coffee is inferior. 
(1)  If both  goods  are  normal,  then  the income  effect  of the price  change  will  be  

an increase  in  their  consumption,  so  that  the  income  effect  is  a further  increase  

in demand for coffee, and tempers the reduction in demand for biscuits associated 

with the relative price change.
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(2)  If coffee is normal  and biscuits are inferior, then the income effect for both  

goods amplifies the substitution effect.  There is a further increase in the demand 
for coffee, and a further reduction in the demand for biscuits. 

(3)  If coffee is inferior and biscuits are normal, then the income effect for both  

goods operates in the opposite direction to the substitution  effect.  There is a 

reduction in the demand for coffee, and an increase in the demand for biscuits. 

 
iii.       Explain why it must be that if coffee is a normal good, Zeki will drink more 

of it when the price falls. 

If coffee is a normal good, then the income effect following a change in the money 

available  to finance  consumption  will  be  in the  same  direction  as  the  change  
in income: an increase in income leading to an increase in demand; and a reduction 

in income leading to a reduction in demand. 

The  substitution  effect  associated  with  a  price  change  will  be  in  the  opposite 
direction: a price increase leads to a reduction in demand, and a price cut leads to 

an increase in demand. 

Now, we consider that a change in price leads to a change in real income which 

has the opposite sign to the price change.   Following a price cut, consumption 
bundles that were previously unaffordable now become affordable.   A cut in price 

causes an increase in real income, which leads to an increase in demand.  The 
substitution and income effects work in the same direction. 

 
1     2

 

X8.15    We find that Zeki’s preferences can be represented by the utility function, U :Ub,cb3 c 3  

. 

He is willing to spend m = 30, with the initial prices, pc0 = 2.5 and pb = 1.  During the 

coffee promotion, its price falls to pc1 = 1.25. 
a)   Obtain Zeki’s 

i.       most preferred, affordable consumption bundle at the original prices; 
2     2

It should  be easy to check that Zeki’s marginal  utilities  
are: 

MUB :MUB b,c  1 b 3 c 3 and

1         1                                                                                                                                                                                                          c
MU  :MU b,c  2 b 3 c

 
3 ; so that his marginal  rate of  

substitution MRS .   Then his

C             C                   3                                                                                                                                                             2b 
income expansion path will be 2pbb = pcc, so with pc0 = 2.5 and pb = 1, the IEP is written as 
2b 
= 2.5c or b = 1.25c.  Given the budget constraint, b + 2.5c = 30, we obtain 3.75c = 30, so that 
c 

= 8, and b = 10.  The most-preferred, affordable consumption bundle (b*, c*) = (10, 8).  

(Note that these are the demands that we would obtain by asserting that the expenditure 
share of coffee will be twice the expenditure share of biscuits.) 

 
ii.       most preferred, affordable consumption bundle after the reduction in the price of 

coffee; Using the expenditure  share argument, Zeki will double purchases of coffee to 

16, but that there will be no change in demand for biscuits. 

 
iii.       Hicksian demands based on the original utility achieved, and new prices. 

Zeki’s Hicksian demands will be the same as his Marshallian  demand at the original 

prices. He derives utility U(10, 8)  8.62, and this become his utility target after the price 
change. 
We  can  solve  his  expenditure  minimization  problem  by  finding  the  intersection  of  
the 

1     2 
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indifference curve,  b3 c 3  8.62 and the income expansion path 2pbb = pcc, with pb = 1 and 
pc 

= 1.25, or b = 0.625c. Substituting  into the constraint, c  10.08, and b  6.30, so that 

the least-cost, acceptable consumption bundle is (6.30, 10.08)
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b 

p 

2 p 
U . Substituting, c  =  U 

 

 
b)   Calculate  the substitution  effects,  the income  effects  and the total  effects  of this  

price change. 
The substitution effect is the change in the Hicksian demands.   bS   --3.70; cS   2.08; 
the 
income effect is the difference between the final demands.  For biscuits, bN  3.70; and 

cH
 

 4.92; the total effect is the sum of the income and substitution effects, so here b = 0; cS  



7.01. 

 
c)    Explain whether or not Zeki considers coffee and biscuits to be normal goods. 

Since the income effects for both goods are positive, Zeki treats them as normal goods. 

 
X8.16    Suppose that we have a situation where the price of biscuits pb = 1, the money 

available for consumption m = 30, but the price of coffee pc is not defined.  Obtain 
Zeki’s ordinary and compensated demand functions.  Sketch their graphs, and explain 
why Zeki’s ordinary demand curve is more elastic than his compensated demand 
curve. 

We know that Zeki’s ordinary demands satisfy the requirement that the expenditure 
share of biscuits is always 1/3, and the expenditure share of coffee is always 2/3.  This 

gives rise to the

ordinary demand 
functions: 

M 
 10 

pb 
and cM    20  . 

c

For the compensated demands, it will again be the case that the expenditure share of 
coffee will be twice the expenditure share of biscuits.  In this case, though, the utility 

constraint does not depend on the price, so we simply call it U0.

Then 2pbb = pcc, so that b =   
  p c     c , 

and 
b 

1 

b3 c 2                                                                                                             1 

3                                                                              H          2pb     3 

0
 

 

. Both demand

pc                 
0

 

curves will be downward sloping, convex to the origin and never intersect the axes.  

However, the ordinary demand is more responsive to changes in price because it only 

takes account of the substitution effect and not the income effect. 

 
X8.17    Suppose that Adele considers coffee to be an inferior good.  Given the law of demand, 

why would you expect her compensated demand for coffee to be more elastic than her 

ordinary demand? 
With an inferior good, the substitution effect of a price change operates in the opposite 

direction to the income effect.  So the substitution effect, which is the change in 

compensated demands of a price change, is larger than the total effect of the price 

change, which is the change in ordinary demands.  This means that the compensated 
demands are more responsive to price changes than the ordinary demands. 

 
X8.18    Bruno has a utility function, U: U(b, c) = b½c½, where b is the quantity of beef and c 

the quantity of chicken that he eats. 

a)   Show that if Bruno has an amount m = 64 to spend, while facing prices pb = 2 and pc = 8, 
he will choose consumption bundle (b*, c*) = (16, 4), and will generate utility U(16, 4) = 
8. Recognizing  the utility  function  from  previous  examples,  Bruno’s  demands  will  

satisfy the requirement  that half of his expenditure  is on beef, and half on chicken.   The 

results follow immediately. 

 
b)   Repeat  part (a), but assume  that the price pb  is allowed  to vary, so that we obtain  

the ordinary demands, bM(pb) and cM (pb), as functions of the price pb. 
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Bruno’s ordinary demands are bM   =    32   and cM   =    32  . pb                                            pc 

 

c)    Obtain the compensated demands, bH(pb) and cH(pb).
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p 

. 

H                                             1.5 

dU 

dU 

8 

 

Facing constraint U2  = bc = 64, and income expansion path pbb = pcc, c2  

= 

64 pb   , so that cH  = 
c

 p b   

p c 

 

and bH = 8  p c   

p b

 
d)   Confirm that the Hicks decomposition  is valid for Bruno’s demands for beef and 
chicken. 

Discuss how the income and substitution effects lead to changes in the ordinary 

demands as the price pb increases.

Applying expression [8.16],  c       4p 0.5 p       
; 

c M   

  32p 2 , and c M  

 0.5p 1    so

pc b          c               pc c                       m                    c

c H   

 cM  c M   

  4p 0.5 p 1.5 
 0.25m.p 2 .    Given  p

 =  2,  p =  8  and  m  =  64,  we  obtain
pc                          m                    b          c                                      c                                       b                       c 

c H   

 cM  c M   

  0.5    32   , confirming that the decomposition is valid in this particular case.
pc                          m pc 

2

 

X8.19    We represent Chloe’s preferences by the utility function, U: U(b, c) = b0.5 + c0.5.  She 

faces prices pb = pc = 10. 

a)   Obtain her Hicksian demand functions, and the amount, A*(U), that Chloe has to 
spend to obtain utility, U.

 

For income expansion  
path, 

 c pb  2 
1 , to obtain utility U, Chloe chooses  a  

consumption
b        pc 

bundle (bH, cH): bH = cH and 2b0.5 = U; then bH = cH = 0.25U2.  Acquisition cost A(bH, cH) = 5U2
 

 
b)   Show that    dA*  1 . What does this suggest about the marginal value of money for Chloe?

Differentiating
, 

 dA  10U , and for U > 0.1, this derivative  is greater than one.   As  
Chloe’s

utility objective increases, the amount that she needs to spend increases more rapidly.   
This suggests that the marginal value of money is decreasing.
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Chapter 9 

 
X9.1      Confirm that the utility function, U: U(x, y) = xay1 – a, is HOD 1. 

A function, U: U = U(x, y), is homogeneous of degree 1 if U(x0, y0) =  U(x0, y0), 
U(x0, y0) = x0

ay0
1 – a; so U(x0, y0) = (x0)a(y0)1 – a = (ax0

a) (1 – a y0
1 – a) = a + 1 – a(x0

ay0
1 – a) 

= 1 U(x0, y0), so that the function is homogeneous of degree 1. 
 

X9.2      Confirm that the members of the family of utility functions defined in Expression 9.1 are 

HOD . 

A function, U: U = U(x, y), is homogeneous of degree  if U(x0, y0) =  U(x0, y0),

For U(x0, y0) = x  
a 
 1  y  

a a   , U(x0, y0) =  

x
 

a 
 1 y 



a   a     =

 a a   x 
a      1

 
0                             0                                                                  0                                      0 



y  a   a                                                                     
      0        0 =    U(x0, y0).  So, U is HOD  .

For U(x0, y0) = x0
y0

(1 - ), U(x0, y0) = (x0)(y0)(1 - ) = ( + 1 – )(x0
ay0

1 – a)  = U(x0, y0).  
So, U is HOD. 

 
X9.3      Confirm that the utility function, U: U(x, y) = min[ax, by], is HOD . 

A function, U: U = U(x, y), is homogeneous of degree  if U(x0, y0) =  U(x0, y0). 
We make the argument in two stages.  Firstly, show that ax is HOD in x, and by is 

HOD in y.  Secondly, confirm that then min[a(x0), b(y0)] =  (ax0
) =  min[ax0

, 

by0
]. 

Since a(x0) = (ax0
), and b(y0) = (by0

), the first step is correct. 
For the second part, min[a(x0), b(y0)] = min[(ax0

), (by0
)] =  min[(ax0

), (by0
)].  

This concludes the proof. 
 

1              1
 

X9.4      Show that the utility function, U :Ux,yx 3  y3 , is a member of the family of functions 

in 

Expression 9.1, and that it is HOD   1  .
 

1 

Suppose that  = 0.5 and  =  
3  

, then  0.5x 

 

 0.5y
 
1  3.1 

 0.5x 
1

 

 y 
1   = 0.5U(x, y), and since

1                                    3                             3           
3                                 

3                3 

any utility function is unique only to a monotonically increasing transformation, U 

is a member of the family of CES utility functions, which, from X9.2 is HOD  1  . 
 

X9.5      Show that the utility functions, U: U(x, y) = (x–1 + y–1)–1, and V: V(x, y) = (x–2 + y–2)–0.5, can 

also be written as U :Ux,y   xy   
, and V :V x ,y 

        xy         
. Confirm that both U and V 

are xy x 2 
 y 2 2

HOD 1. 

(x–1 + y–1)–1 =  1  1 1 
 x y 1 

 
 xy   

;x       y                 xy 

(x–2 + y-2)–0.5 =             
 x y 

2         
  

 

0.5   ;
1         1 

x2          y2
 

0.5 
x 2 y2    0.5 

xy

xy 

x2 
y2 

For a function, U: U = U(x, y), to be HOD1, we require U(x0, y0) =  U(x0, y0), 
For U(x0, y0) = (x0

–1 + y0
–1)–1, U(x0, y0) = [(x0)–1 + (y0)–1)]–1 = (-1)-1[x0

–1 + y0
–1]–1 = U(x0, y0)

       x 0 y 0  
     x 0  y 0   

      2 x 0 y0   

For V(x0, y0) = 
1   , V(x0, y0) = 

1      =      1
 

1     = U(x0, y0).
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x0 
2 
 y0 

2 2

 

x0  
2 
 y0  

2 2
 

  2  x0    y0    2

 
So both functions are 
HOD1. 

2               2           2

 

X9.6      Without using Expressions 9.4 or 9.5 obtain the marginal utilities of goods X and Y for 
the utility functions, U:

 

a)   U(x, y) = x½y½                   b) U :Ux,yx 3  y3

 

c)    U :Ux,y x 
1  

 y 
1 

1              1                                                                                                                3 
3              3
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xy 1 

2          1                1 

x 

y 



2 





x 


x 

 

d)    U :Ux,y   xy  
 e)    V :V x, y 

    xy         . 
x 2 

 y 2 2

1      1                                                   1          1
 

a)     U  1 x
 

2 y 2  ; and  U  1 x 2 y
 

2

x       2 

1
 

y       2 

1

b)     U  1 x
 

3  ; and U  1 y
 

3

x        3 y        3

c)     U  x
   x    y  2 

; and  U y

 x 

1 

 y
1 2

x 
 

d)         

3          3                3 
 

 
          

 
 y 

 ; and

 
3         3              3 

      
       2     

U          y              xy                y     2 U         x             xy               x     2

x       x  y x  y  2                 
y       xy xy xy

e)   Begin by writing V(x, y) = (x-2 + y-2)-0.5.  Then
 

V  

3  2 


2 1.5  




3  1     1   1.5  
  1    x 2 y 2

 1.5  

   y 2
 1.5  

; and  by the  same  argument,
x       

x     x       y x     
x 2          y 2 

 

x 3      x 2 
 y 2 

 

x 2 
 y 2

V     x 2 1.5

y         x 2 
 y 2 

 
X9.7      Confirm that for the functions in X9.6c–e, we can rely on Expressions 9.4 and 

9.5 to calculate the marginal utilities.
 

 

X9.6c)   MUX(x, y) 
= 

 

           x      y  
 2 

= x 
 

3 x 3   y 3   ; and similarly,

1   

   
1    3   

3

U        U  x ,y 

x              x 
1 a      




3                3          



x        


2          1               1    2

MUY(x, y) = y 
 

3 x 3   y 3 2          1               1    2  

 

    1 

 

 

1  1 
2

X9.6d)   MUX(x, y) = U  U x , y  1a
   
x       y    


= x2 x1  y1 2

 ; and similarly,

x              x                                                            


MUY(x, y) = y2
 x1

  y1 2
 



 

 
 
2 

 
 

2  0.5  
3

X9.6e)   MUX(x, y) = U  U x ,y  1a
   
x        y       = x3 x2  y2 1.5

 ; and similarly,
x              x                                           

                      

MUY(x, y) = y   x     y   3      2 2  1.5

 
 

X9.8      Confirm that for the general form of CES utility functions in Expression 9.1:
a 

  a

MU  x,y  
 U x ,y    

, if a 1 ; and MU x,y  1 U x , y    , if a1X                                    x1  a 
Y                                                y1  a

MU  x ,y  x a 1 xa  
 1  ya a  

1 
; now we 

rewrite
  

 1 as  
 


 a 
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X 

             
x   1 y  a 

 




 

a 

U x , y    



a   
1 

 , and then:

 

MU X 

 

x ,y 
a 

 

 

 

x 1 a
 

a       1 a
  

 

 

 

x1 a
 

  a  

; and likewise, we obtain

a                           a     1 a 


a

                 
x   1 y  a             

       
U x , y  

MUY x ,y    1  

y1 a 
  1   

y1 a

 
X9.9      Use Expression 9.6 to confirm that along any line passing through the origin that has 

the equation y = kx, the marginal rate of substitution, MRS(x, y) = –k1 – a. 

MRS =   y 1 a 
   kx 1 a   

= -k1 – a. x                          x 

 
X9.10    For the following utility functions, obtain the marginal utilities of x and y and calculate 

the marginal rate of substitution:
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2 

       

MU 0 

MU 2 

0  , if 

x 

2 




 
 

a)   U: U(x, y) = 3x + 2y;        b)   U: U(x, y) = xay(1 – a);         
c) 

U :Ux,yx 3  y3

 

d)   U: U(x, y) = [x½ + y½]2           

e) 

U :Ux,y5x
1

 

1            1 

 
1 

3y2

a)   MUX = 3; MUY = 2; MRS =  3
 

ay 
b)   MUX = axa – 1y1 - a; MUY = (1 – a)xay-a; MRS = 

1 a x
 

       2                                            2
 

2 

 
 y  3

c)    MUX = 1 x 3  ; MUY =  1 y 3  ; MRS =        
3                                    3                                         

 x 
 

 
1 

 
 y  2

d)   MUX =(x½ + y½)x-½; MUY =(x½ + y½)y-½; MRS =        
 

 
 5      

1 

 

 
 3      

1 

 
1 

5  y  2 

 x 

e)   MUX = 2 x 2  ; MUY =  2 y 2  ; MRS =       

3  x 
 

X9.11    For the utility function U: U(x, y) = min(3x, 2y), show that: 

a)   the only  possible  values  of the marginal  utility  of good  X are 0 and  3, while  the  
only possible values of the marginal utility of good Y are 0 and 2; 

3x ,if 3x  2y
Write  the function  in the  
form: 

Ux ,y  
2y ,if 3x  2y 

3,if 3x  2y
 

.   Then  applying  the usual  rules  of 
 

0 ,if 3x  2y

partial differentiation,  MUX x ,y 
0 ,if 3x  2y 

; and MUY x ,y                    . 
2 ,if 3x  2y

 
b)   the marginal rate of substitution cannot be defined when 3x < 2y; and

MRS =   
 MUX  

 
y 
   3  0 when 3x  2y

 
c)    MRS(x, y) = 0 if 3x > 2y.

MRS =   
 MUX  

 
y 
   0  0 when 3x < 2y

 
X9.12    Show that it is possible to write: 

a)   the equation of the indifference curve in explicit form as:
 

U 
a  


y 

1 

x
a   a 

 

a 1, and 
 

a  0  
[9.8]

U  
2 

     0    , if a  0 

Since xa + ya = U0
a, if a  1 and a  0, while xy = U0

2, if x = 0, expression [9.8] follows directly 

by further rearrangement. 
 

dy 
b)   the derivative,  dx  :

 dy 

dx  U U0 
 MRSx, y,U0     y 1 a 



 

[9.9]

        axa 1 . 1 U  a 
 xa a 

1 
  x 1 a U  a 

 xa a 
1 a 

, if a 1,and a  0

 
1                                                                                         1 
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x 

     

x      x 

Differentiating,  dy 
                   a        0                                                             0                                                                                   . dx                       U  2  

1      0       , if a  0 

Expression [9.9] follows immediately on substituting for y. 

 
X9.13    Use the argument above to confirm that for a = ½, indifference curves are convex, but 

that for a = 2, indifference curves are concave.
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dx 2 

3 

    

    

 

 
From expression [9.11], we have found that the sign of the second derivative of the 

 d 2 y indifference curve,     
2

 
dx 

 d 2 y 
 

depends upon the sign of the expression 1 – a.  When a = ½, 1 – a > 0, 
 

 d 2 y 

and so     2
 

dx 
> 0; the indifference curve is convex.  When a  = 2, 1 – a < 0, and so      

2
 

dx 

< 0; the

indifference curve is concave. 

 
X9.14    Confirm that the indifference curve, with equation, x0.5y0.5 = 1, is convex. 

2                       
Writing y = x-1,   dy 

  x 2 ; 
and 

d  y  2x  3 > 0 for all x > 0, so that the indifference curve is 
dx

convex. 

 
X9.15    By evaluating Expression 9.11 or otherwise, confirm that indifference curves of the 

utility functions in X9.10 are all (weakly) convex. 
We can write the value of parameter ‘a’ for each of these functions: 

a)   a = 1;    b)   a = 0;    c)    a =    1  ;  d)   a = 0.5; e)   a = 0.5. 

In each case, a  1, so by the argument above, we are certain that the indifference 
curves associated with these utility functions will be convex. 

 
X9.16    For the utility function, U: U(x, y) = x + y: 

a)   Confirm that the indifference curve that passes through (x, y) = (4, 4) also passes 
through the consumption bundles (8, 0) and (0, 8); and that MRS = –1. 

The indifference curve passing through (4, 4) has equation x + y = 8.  When x = 0, y = 8; 

and when x = 8, y = 0.  From expression [9.6], MRS = -1. 

 
b)   Show this indifference curve on a diagram.  [Note: It will be useful to draw the 

diagram at least approximately to scale, and to extend the x- and y-axes to 16.] 
Showing x on the horizontal and y on the vertical axis, the indifference curve is a straight 
line 
meeting the axes at (8, 0) and (0, 8). 

 
X9.17    For the utility function, U: U(x, y) = x½ + 

y½: 

a)   Confirm that the indifference curve that passes through (x, y) = (4, 4) also passes 
through the consumption bundles (16, 0) and (0, 16). 

The indifference curve passing through (4, 4) has equation x½ + y½ = 4.  When x = 0, y½ = 4, 

so y = 16; and when x = 16, x½ = 4, so y = 0. 
 

b)   Confirm 
that 

 

MRS 
1 

 y  2 

x 

 

, so that MRS(16, 0) = 0; MRS(4, 4) = –1; and MRS(0, 16) is 
not

defined.  What do you conclude about the slope of the indifference curve at each of 
these three consumption bundles?

 

From  expression  
[9.6], 

 

MRS 
1 

 y  2 

x 

 

.   The  values  of  the  MRS  follow  immediately.    These

indicate that the indifference curve is flat where it meets the horizontal axis, vertical 
where it meets the vertical axis, and has gradient -1 where it intersects the line y = x. 

 
c)    Remembering that the indifference curve is convex and downward sloping, sketch it on 

the diagram used in X9.16. 
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1 

The curve is downward sloping and convex; the y-axis is tangent at (0, 16); the line x + y = 
8 is tangent at (4, 4); and the x-axis is tangent at (16, 0). 

X9.18    Repeat X9.17 for the utility function,  

U :Ux,yx 3
 

1 

y3 , but showing that:
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2 

  

x x 

x 

x 

 

 
a)   The indifference curve passing through (x, y) = (4, 4) also passes through the 

consumption bundles (32, 0) and (0, 32).

The indifference curve passing through (4, 4) has equation x 3   

 y 
 222 3    2 3  .  When x = 0,

1                1                                1                5 
3 

1              5                                                                                                            1              5 

y 3  2 3    so y = 32; and when y = 0, x 3  2 3  , so x = 32. 
 

b)    MRS  y 3  
, so  that  the  indifference  curve  is flat  where  it  meets  the  horizontal  

axis,
 

x 

vertical where it meets the vertical axis, and just touches the line y = 8 – x at (x, y) = (4, 4).
 

From  expression  
[9.6], 

 

MRS 
2 

 y   3 

x 

 

.   The  values  of  the  MRS  follow  immediately.    
These

indicate that the indifference curve is flat where it meets the horizontal axis, vertical where 

it meets the vertical axis, and has gradient -1 where it intersects the line y = x. 

 
c)    The indifference curve passes close to the points (16, 0.28) and (0.28, 16).  Hence, add 

this indifference curve to the diagram used in X9.16. 

The curve is downward sloping and convex; the y-axis is tangent at (0, 32); the line x + y = 

8 is tangent at (4, 4); and the x-axis is tangent at (32, 0).   At (16, 0.28), MRS  -0.067, 

and at (0.28, 16), MRS  14.8. 

 
X9.19    For the utility function, U: U(x, y) = (xy)½: 

a)   Confirm that the indifference curve that passes through (x, y) = (4, 4) also passes through 
the consumption bundles (16, 1), (8, 2), (2, 8) and (1, 16).  Drawing a new diagram, to 

the same scale as the diagram for X9.16, sketch this indifference curve. 

The indifference curve passing through (4, 4) has equation x½y½ = 4.  When x = 1, y½ = 4, so 
y = 

16; when  x = 2, x½  =   2 , so y½  =     8 , and  y = 8; the other  results  follow  by the  same 

argument. 

 
b)   Confirm that for this indifference curve, as x  , y  0; and that as x  0, y  .

As x  , y =    

16
 

 0; as x  0, y =    

16
 

 ;

 

c)    Confirm that MRS  y , so that MRS(16, 1) = –0.0625; MRS(4, 4) = –1; and MRS(1, 16) = 

–

16. 

From  expression  
[9.6], 

 

MRS    y .    The  values  of  the  MRS  follow  immediately.    

These

confirm that the indifference curve is downward sloping and 
convex. 

 

X9.20    Repeat X9.19 for the utility function,  U :Ux,y 
  xy  

1   1 1 
, showing 

that:
 

x y        x      y 
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2 x 

4 

a)   The  indifference   curve  that  passes  through  (x,  y)  =  (4,  4)  also  passes  through  

the consumption  bundles  (18, 2.25), (10, 2.5), (6, 3), (3, 6), (2.5, 10) and (2.25, 18).   
Hence sketch its graph on the diagram used for X9.19. 

The indifference curve passing through (4, 4) has equation x 1 
 y1 1  

 2 .  We can 

rewrite 

this indifference curve explicitly in terms of x as y  x  2 
 

x 18 10 6 3 2.5 2.25 

y 2.25 2.5 3 6 10 18 
 

b)   Confirm that  MRS  y 2 
, so that MRS(18, 2.25) =    1   ; MRS(10, 2.5) =    1   ; MRS(6, 3) 

=
 

x                                                                            64                                                           16 

 1  ; MRS(4, 4) = –1; MRS(6, 3) = –4; MRS(2.5, 10) = –16; and MRS(2.25, 18) = –64.
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x 

2 x 

1 

1 

0 

0 



x x 

 
 

From  expression  
[9.6], 

MRS    y 2  
.   The  values  of  the  MRS  follow  immediately.    These

confirm that the indifference curve is downward sloping and convex. 

 
c)    Confirm that if x  , then y  2, but that if x  2, y  .  On the diagram, draw in 

these two lines, which the indifference curve approaches but does not cross.

Given that  y  x  2  
, then as x  

, 

x 
x  2 

 1, so y  2.  As x  2, x – 2  0, so y  .  The

indifference curve approaches, but does not cross the lines y = 2 (which is horizontal) and x 
= 

2 (which is vertical). 

 
X9.21    Using the same diagram as in X9.19 and X9.20, and for the utility function U: U(x, 

y) = min(x, y), draw the indifference curve that passes through the bundle (x, y) = 

(4, 4). Discuss the behaviour of the MRS function. 
The indifference curve will be L shaped with vertex (4, 4). The horizontal arm is that part 

of the line, y = 4, to the right of (4, 4), while the vertical arm is that part of the line, x = 4, 

above (4, 4). 
 

X9.22    Confirm that all indifference curves of the utility function, U :Ux,yxa ya a  , for 

which 

0 < a < 1, have the properties stated above.

When x = y = x0, U(x, y) = 2x  a a    2 a  x

  

.  On the indifference curve
1              1 

0                         0

U :Ux,yxa 
ya a   2a  x

 
1                                                                                   1 

, if x = 0, then y =
1              1 

0                                             2
a  x0 . If y = 0, then x = 2 a  x0

We know that MRS =   y  a 
, so when x = y, MRS = -1. Since x = y = 

x
 

 

it follows that the

x                                                                                                                           0, 

equation of the tangent will be x + y = 2x0.  When x = 0, MRS is undefined; and when y 

= 0, MRS = 0. 

X9.23    Confirm that all indifference curves of the utility function, U :Ux,yxa  ya a  , for which 

a < 0, have the properties stated above.

When x = y = x0, U(x, y) = 2x  a a    2 a  x

  

.  We can write the equation of the indifference curve
1              1 

0                         0 

U :Ux ,y xa 
 ya 

 2x a  as ya = 2x0
a – xa. Since a < 0, it will be convenient to rewrite the 

right-hand side of this expression as  
   2    

 
 1   

, where –a > 0.  We can then rewrite this 
x  

a       x a
 

a            a
 

expression as a single fraction:  
 2 x    x 0       . To obtain y > 0, we require 2x-a – x -a> 0 so that 

 
1 

2  a  x  x0 , and 
1 

a    a                                                                                                            
0 

0

x > 2 a  x0 . Unless this threshold value of x is achieved, the level of utility associated with the 
indifference curve cannot be reached. 
A very similar argument can then be made for y, replacing x by y throughout. 

1
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From the preceding argument, we see that as x 


2 a  x0 , y  ; and similarly, that as y 

2 a  x0 , x  .  We know that MRS =    


, so when x = y, MRS = -1; and as x 



2 a  x0 ,

1                                                                                                                                          
y   a                                                                                                                   1 

x 

1

MRS  -; and when x  , y 


2 a  x0 , and MRS  0.

 
X9.24    For the following utility functions – and except for functions (a) and (b), for which you 

may find graphical analysis more straightforward – use Expression 9.16 to obtain the 
Marshallian or ordinary demands for a consumer, for whom m = 200, py = 5 and px is 

allowed to vary:
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3 





5  1.5 p 

5  1.5 p 

. 

p 

2             
2               

1 

1         1 

x 

x 



x 

1 

1           

2 2 

2 
2 

 
 

a)   U: U(x, y) = 3x + 2y;               b)   U: U(x, y) = min(2x, 3y);       c)   U: U(x, y) = x0.5y0.5; 

d)   U :Ux,yx 3  y3 ;        e)   U: U(x, y) = [x½ + y½]2;           f)    U: U(x, y) = (x–1 + y–1)–1;
1 

 

g)    U :Ux,y 
x 2 

1 

 
xy 

y2 0.5   .

a)   We know in this case that the marginal utilities are constant, and that goods X and Y 

are perfect substitutes.  With py = 5, abstaining from consumption of good X, the 

consumer can afford the consumption bundle (0, 40), generating a utility U(0, 40) = 
80.  This 

consumer can generate the same utility from the consumption bundle   80 ,0, which is
 

 200 
px 

M 

,if px 7.5 
 80                              ;

affordable if px  7.5.  Marshallian demands:  
x 

 
 

0 ,if px 7.5 

px  0, 3 , if px 7.5 

0,if px 7.5

y M p  
0 ,40, if px  7.5

40 , if px  7.5 

b)   Define a composite unit, which contains one unit of good Y and 1.5 units of good X.  

Such a unit generates utility U(1.5, 1) = 3; but increasing consumption of only one 

good will 

not increase utility further (while decreasing consumption of either good will reduce 
utility).  The acquisition cost of each composite unit A(1.5, 1) = 5 + 1.5px.  The 
consumer
will purchase C =        200   

x 
composite units, giving Marshallian demands xM =        300        , yM 

= 
x

      200   
5  1.5 px 

c)    We have a = 0, so that xM(px, 5, 200) =    100   ; and yM(px, 5, 200) = 
20. 

x 

    p 
3

 

 

 
 
 

     53

 1       M                                                                x                                   M

d)   With a =  3  , x (px, 5, 200) = 200



 ; and y (px, 5, 200) = 200             1  

px   
2  5 2

 px   
2  5 2

    p 2              52          

e)   With a = ½, xM(px, 5, 200) = 200
           x              

 ; and yM(px, 5, 200) = 
200

 p      5    


p 1 
 51 

x                                                                                                   x                     

    p 0.5              50.5          

f)    With a = -1, xM(px, 5, 200) = 200       x  ; and yM(px, 5, 200) = 200                 

 p 0.5 
 50.5 



1 

 p 0.5 
 50.5 


1

   p 3             5


3           

g)   With a = -2, xM(px, 5, 200) = 200     
x
 

 ; and yM(px, 5, 200) = 200
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2  



           

px 
3  53

 px 
3  53

 

X9.25    By obtaining the partial 
derivative, 

x M  
 

p x 

 

, or otherwise, confirm that for the utility 
functions

in X9.24c, X9.24e and X9.24f, the demand, xM(px; 5, 200), decreases as the price, 

px, increases. 

From X9.24c), xM(px, 5, 200) =    100   , so    dx    100   < 0px 

 

From X9.24e)., xM(px, 5, 200) =         
5

dpx                px
2

 

 

  
2  . Differentiating,   

     
 

 
0 .

200 5px 1,000 xM
 20052px 

x                                        x        x p               5p   p 2 2

p            px 5p   p                                                          x

x        x 

            00  From X9.24f), xM(px, 5, 200) 
= 

200 1                         2 

        


 . Differentiating,

 

x M  

  
 100 50.5 

 2 px 
0.5  



px

0.5
 

 

.
 

50.5 
 px

0.5
 5px 

0.5 
 px

px 
p 0.5 5p  0.5 

 p  2        0

x                x                x 

 

X9.26    By obtaining the partial 
derivative, 

y M  
 

px 

 

, or otherwise, confirm that:
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M 

From X9.24c), yM = 20, so    dy           

0 

3 

; p 

 
 

a)   for the utility function in X9.24e, the demand, yM(px; 5, 200), is an increasing 
function of the price, px;

From X9.24e), yM(px, 5, 200) =   200     5 px      
40px  

  40   
200  

 .  
Differentiating, 

y      
   200        0 .

25    5 px 5 px 5 px px 5  px 
2

 

b)   for the utility function in X9.24c, the demand, yM(px; 5, 200), remains constant as the 
price, 

px, changes; and 
M 

dp x 

 

c)    for the utility function in X9.24f, the demand, yM(px; 5, 200), is a decreasing function of 
the price, px.

From X9.24f), yM(px, 5, 200) =   200     1 .  Differentiating,  y M   

           100                  0 .

50.5 5 0.5
 px

0.5 px 5p  0.5 5 0.5
 p 0.5 2

x                              x 

 

X9.27    Repeat X9.24, but obtaining the Hicksian demands, xH and yH, for the following cases, 
with 

px = py = 5 and with the minimum acceptable utility, U0, is allowed to vary: 
a)   U: U(x, y) = 3x + 2y;               b)   U: U(x, y) = min(2x, 3y);       c)   U: U(x, y) = x0.5y0.5; 

1              1
 

d)   U :Ux,yx 3  y3 ;        e)   U: U(x, y) = [x½ + y½]2;           f)    U: U(x, y) = (x–1 + y–1)–1;

g)    U :Ux,y 
x 2 

xy 

y2 0.5   .

a)   With px = py = 5, the consumer will find good X generates more utility per pound 
spent than good Y.  So in order to generate utility U0, the consumer will purchase 
the bundle 

(xH, yH) = U0    ,0 . 
b)   The consumer will generate U = 1 by purchasing the bundle   1 ,  1  .  So to generate the 

2    3 

utility, U0, the consumer demands (xH, yH) = U0   , U0   . 2       3 

c)    xH = yH = U0. (a = 0) 
 1

 

d)   xH = yH = 0.125U0
3. (a =  3  ) 

e)   xH = yH = 0.25U0.  (a = 0.5) 
f)    xH = yH = 2U0.  (a = -1) 
g)   xH = yH = 4U0.  (a = -2) 

 
X9.28    For the utility function in X9.27c, obtain the Hicksian demands, xH and yH, when the price 

py = 5, the minimum acceptable utility U0 = 20, and the price, px, is allowed to 
vary. The problem is to minimize expenditure A = pxx + 5y, while achieving the target 
utility U0 = (xy)0.5 = 20. 

 px           ; and xH =We know that the income expansion path has equation pxx = 5y.  
So 

5  x   20

 

20     5   
x

 

yH = 20 
 

 px   

5

 
X9.29    Repeat X9.28 for the utility function in X9.27e, with U0 = 80. 

Applying expression [9.19], with a = 0.5, U0 = 80 and py = 5, 

         1         
2                          

                 
2
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p p 

xH = 80 
    px               


; yH = 80 

     0.2       


1 

   x 
 0.2  1 

   x 
 0.2 

 
X9.30    Repeat X9.28 for the utility function in X9.27f, with U0 = 10.
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    a      

 kp      a     
a 

   
p        

 p        





     

0      x 
     a    

1   a 


 5  5 

 

a 



 

a 

x p 



, 

a                           a a a      0 

 

 
Applying expression [9.19], with a = -1, U0 = 10 and py = 5,

1 

         0.5          
 1 

        0.5           

xH = 10 
    px                 


; yH = 10 

     5            


 px 
0.5 0.5  

  px 
0.5 0.5  



 
X9.31    Confirm that the indirect utility function is: 

a)   homogeneous  of degree –1 in prices (so that if both prices, px  and py, increase by k%, 

but m, the money available to finance consumption,  remains constant, the indirect 

utility, V, decreases by k%);

From expression [9.21], V(px, py, m) =          1    
a

 
1 a 

1   a

a 

m px     



a 

 py     



. Now, for this function V to be

homogeneous of degree -1 in prices, V(kpx, kpy, m) = k-1V(px, py, m).

Since  mkp
 1 a 

a 

 1 a 

  k 
 

1  a    a 
1 a 

a 
 k 1V p

 
,p  ,m, the

1  a 
x 

1  a 
y             

            

1  a 
x 

1  a 
y                                                x       y 



condition is met, and V is HOD1 in prices. 

 
b)   homogeneous of degree 0 in prices and the sum available to finance consumption.

From expression [9.21], V(px, py, m) =          1    

a

 
1 a 

1   a

a 

m px     



a 

 py     



. Now, for a function to be

homogeneous of degree 0 in prices and money to finance 

consumption, V(kpx, kpy, km) = V(px, py, m).

Since  kmkp  

  

 kp  



1 a

  

 k1 
k 

 
1  a  



1 a 

mp
 

 

 p   1
 

1 a 

a 
k 1  1V p

  

,p  ,m , the

  a 
1  a 

x 
  a           a 1  a 

y 
    a 


 a     


    

  a 
1  a 

x 
  

a                                          


y     
 a                               x       y 



condition is met, and V is HOD1 in prices. 

 
X9.32    Explain why it is sensible that the indirect utility should not change as m, px and py  

increase by the same proportion. 

Utility is derived from consumption.  If both the money available to finance consumption 

and prices increase by the same quantity, then the real resources available to the 

consumer – the combinations of goods and services in the affordable set – do not 

change.  That is, the constraint on generating utility is not affected by an increase in the 

price level (which is matched by an equi-proportional increase in the money to finance 
consumption) and so the value of the objective, or the utility that can be generated, will 

not change. 

X9.33    Suppose that               
  

   a  
 

 
1  a 

   a           a

U0   m px 
1  a  py 

1  a , the indirect utility achievable when there is an

amount m to finance consumption.  Show that E(px, py, U0) = m.

Given that E(px, py, U0) = U p 
 


   a   
1  a 

 

 py 

1  a 

    a             a 
1  a 

 

, then if U0  mp 
 

   a   
1  a  


a 

1  a 
y
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  . 

E(px, py, U0) = mp   
1  a   p  

1 




1  a

 1  a 

mp   
1  a   p  

1  a    m .a           a 
a 

x                    y                                               x                    y 

 
9.34      For the utility function, U: U(x, y) = [x½ + y½]2, with prices initially set at px = 2 and py = 

3, a utility-maximizing consumer has m = 30 to spend. Confirm each of the following 

statements. 
a)   The marginal utilities of goods X and Y are MUX = x-½[x½ + y½] and MUY = y-½[x½ + y½]. 

This follows directly from evaluation of expression [9.4].
 

b)   The marginal rate of 
substitution, 

 

MRS 
1 

 y  2 

x

This follows directly from expression [9.6].
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dp 
by 



1 



p 



a 



  

a 

 

 

c)    The income expansion path may be written  y  4 x 
. 

This follows from expression [9.14]. 

 
d)   The utility-maximizing  consumption  bundle (x*, y*) = (9, 4), and the consumer 

derives a utility of 25 from consuming it. 

This follows from expressions [9.16] and [9.21]. 

 
e)   A  cost-minimizing  consumer  who  purchases  the  bundle  (x*,  y*)  =  (9,  4)  must  

have  a minimum acceptable utility, V = 25. 

This follows from expressions [9.19] and [9.22]. 

X9.35    Confirm that: 
 

a)   xH = f(px).g(px), 
where 

 

 

f p
 

 

 

U
 

 

p  


 

1  a  and gp
 

 

 p
 

 

 
 

1  a    p
 

 

 

         
 1 

1  a              .

1 

x            0      x 

a                              a            a 

x              x                    y

This follows directly by simplifying the factor  p
 

1   a  a    in expression [9.19a].a         1 


x 
 

b)                                     


1  a 

1    a            
a     

.

df               U0  
2  a 

p   1  a 

and dg
 1 

1    p   1  a    p 
  a                              a        

1  a          p    

dpx 1 a   x            


dpx   
 1 a     x x              y

We  obtain 
  df       by  application  of  the  power  rule  of  differentiation.    We  
obtain 

x 

  dg   
dp x

application of the chain rule.

           a  
 

   
  

    a  
 

    a      
1   
 1       

    1     
  

    a  
 1  a 

    a               a

dg  
 


a    p  

1  a 
 1

 

 1   p  
1  a

 

 p  
1  a           

a
 

1    p  
1  a    p  

1  a

 

p  
1  a 

dpx 1  a     x    a       x                    y 


  

1  a     x 


x             y

 

c)     
H  

           .  


.  


       a    a

  
. [Note: You will need to apply the product rule,

2                                                                                 
1  a

x 
px 

U0 

1a       x 
a 

1  a 

a 

py   
1 a

 

a 

px   
1  a

 

a 

py   
1 

and then to simplify the expression.]
 

       H  
 

 

      g  
  

f  
 

              


  1      


  1          a
 

  a     
1  a 

a   U0     
  

 
2  a 

           



  a         
a 

1

x     f  p   .      g p    U   p 1  a     . 1    p   1  a    p 1  a    p 1  a 
        p 1  a    p   1  a          p      a

px 
x      px px                 x            0      x 

 1 a     x                x                    y 



   
1 a   

x
     

x                    y

 
  U   

 

p 
  


 p  

  


  

 p 
  

  
1  a

 

p 
 

1  a    p  
 

1  a

 

p 
 

1  a   

0    
1 a 

2  a                          a 

1    a                       1    a 
x               x

 

  
a                          a 

1    a 
y                              x 

a                              a 

x             y

 

  
 U         

p 
 .p  



.p  
  

 p 
 

1 

1  a 

a
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0                 x 
  

2 a                                                                                           2 

p 

a 

0 

1 a 
2  a 

1  a 
x            

a 
1  a 

y 

a                              a        
1  a                           a 

x                    y

d)   If U  mp 
 

a 
1  a 

 

 py 

1  a 

1  a        
a

 

 

, then:

 

x H  

    m  
 

p        .p  
   a     .p  

   a     

 p 
   a     

px 1a 
1  a 

x           


1  a 
y 

1  a 
x 

1  a 
y .                                                        [9.26]

This result follows directly from substitution. 
 

e)     xH  

0 . 
x 

Every factor in the partial derivative has a positive value; by assumption, utility and prices 

are all positive (so that powers of prices are always positive values); and a < 1.  The sign 

of the derivative is therefore given by the initial negative sign. 
 

f)    Subtracting Expression 9.26 from Expression 9.25: 

xM  

 x
H  

mp 
   2    .p 

   a     

p 
   a    2

px px 
1 a 

x 
1  a 

x 
1  a 

y .                                             [9.27]
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 2  a                                                                                                                                          

2 
 2  a                                                                                            

2 

 2  a                                                                                        2                                                                            
2 

0                 x 

H 

 p 
 p 

p 

a 

 

 
xM  

 x H  

  m
 
p         .p  

   a      

    1    p  
   a     .p  

   a     

 p  
   a          m  

 

p        .p  
   a     .p  

   a     

 p 
   a     

px px 
1  a 

  
x           


1  a 

x 1a 
1  a 

y 
1  a 

x 
1  a 

y 1a 
1  a 

x           


1  a 
y 

1  a 
x 

1  a 
y

 

  m
 

p        
.p 

   a    

.p  
   a     

 p 
   a          mp  

   2    .p  
   a     

 p 
   a     

1  a 

  
x           


1  a 

x 
1  a 

x 
1  a 

y 
1  a 

x 
1  a 

x 
1  a 

y

This is the difference between the total effect and the substitution effect, and so we 

should expect to find that it is equal to the income effect of the price change. 

 
X9.36    Confirm that:

a)     xM  

p
 

1a  .p
 

 

1a  p 1a     ;
 1                  a 

m          x                x 
 a      1 

y

 

Going back to expression 
[9.16], 

xM 
mp

 
1a  .p

 
 

1a  p 1a  


 

, which is linear in m, and

 1                  a 

x                x 

the partial derivative follows immediately. 

 a      1 

y

 

b)    
M. xM  

   


1a  .
  

1a   1a  
x    

m 
2                       a 

m px                x 
 a      2 

y 

;                                                                              [9.28]

This is simply the result of the multiplication of the expressions discussed in part a). 
xH  




M. xM  

 xM   

.c)    and px        
x m       px

Note that expressions [9.27] and [9.28] are identical.  The result follows immediately. 

 
X9.37    For each of the following utility functions, obtain the income and substitution effects. 

[Note: You can treat all of these as CES utility functions, with the last three being 
special cases.] The value of parameter a in each is: (a) 0.5; (b) –1; (c) 0; (d) 1; and (e) 

undefined (– 

). 

a)   U(x, y) = [x½ + y½]2;         b)   U(x, y) = [x–1 + y–1]–1;             c)   U(x, y) = x0.5y0.5; 
d)   U(x, y) = x + y;                 e)   U(x, y) = min[x, y]. 

We apply expressions [9.27] and [9.28].  The substitution effect,
 


H  


           .  



.  


   
    a    a

 
 

, although we make the assumption

2                                                                                 
1  a

x 
px 

U0 

1a       x 
a 

1  a 

a 

py   
1 a

 

a 

px   
1  a

 

a 

py   
1 

thatU  mp 
 
  a 

1  a 

 

 py 

1  a 


1  a       

a 

 

, so that the substitution effect can be rewritten in terms of the

money available to finance consumption, m.  The substitution effect is then 

xH  

   m   p 
2 a .p 

   a    .p 
   a     

p 
   a    2

px 1a 
1a 

x 
1a 

y 
1a 

x 
1a 

y , with income effect,

xM. xM  

mp 
  2    .p 

  a    

p 
  a    2

m                   x 
1a 1a 

x 
1a 

y
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M                                                                                        2 

 
a)   a = 0.5: 

 
x H   

  2U
 p  3 .p  1 .p  1 

 p  1 3  
= x    2mp 3 .p 1 .p 

 

1 
p 1 2 

;

px 0        x                y                x                 y px x             y             x             y

 xM . x M  

  mp  4 .p  1 
 p 1 2 

m                       x              x               y
 

b)   a = -1: 
 

x H   

  0.5U p  1.5 .p  0.5  = 0.5mp 1.5 .p 0.5 .p 0.5 
p 0.5 2 

;

px 0       x                  y x                y              x              y

 xM. x       mp 1 .p 0.5 
 p 0.5 

m                      x             x               y 

c)    With these special cases, it will be useful to refer to the results that we have already 
obtained.  Here U(x, y) = (xy)0.5. From expression [9.16], we obtain the ordinary demands, xM = 
  m     and yM =     m    , and indirect utility V(px, py, m) =         m       .  Since a = 0, we did not use2 px 2 py 2   px py
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0 

x 

p p 

0 

p   p 

p   p 

x x        y 

x 

   x  

x 

0 

 

 
expression [9.19] to calculate the compensated demands, instead calculating these directly 
in

X9.27c), obtaining  x
H 

U 

 py   

px    
. 

M

Differentiating   the   ordinary   demand,   xM,  with   respect   to  px,  we   
obtain 

x        m    ;

px 2 px 
2

differentiating   the   compensated   demand,   xH,   with   respect   to   price,   px,   we   
obtain 

0.5
x H   

  0.5U
  py        ; and substituting for U , we can write this expression 

as
 x H   

   m    ; lastly,

px 0  px
 1.5 0 

 
M   x M  

 
 
M  x M  

 

 

 
   m  

 

px 4px 
2

evaluating  the  
expression, 

x     
m   

, we obtain   x m    
4 p 2   , allowing us to confirm that

the Hicks’ decomposition holds. 
d)   We recognize the utility function, U: U(x, y) = x + y, as a special case where goods X and Y 

are perfect substitutes.   We know that if xM  > 0, then px   py.  Assuming that px  < py, we 

obtain

ordinary demands  xM ,yM  m  ,0, with indirect utility V 

p 
x 

,py ,m  m  .  Similarly, seeking to 
x

obtain utility U0, the compensated demands  xH  ,yH 

U 

,0 .

Differentiating   these  demands,  we  
obtain 

 

decomposition holds, but it is trivial. 

x M  
 

px 

  m   ; 
px 

2
 

xH 
 

px 
0 ;  and M  x M 

 

m 
  m   .    The 
px 

2

e)   We recognize the utility function, U: U(x, y) = min( x + y), as a special case where goods X 
and Y are perfect complements.   We know that the income expansion path has equation, 
x = y, and that there is no substitution effect of a price change. 

To obtain the ordinary demands, we find the consumption bundle on the income 
expansion

path where the budget constraint, pxx + pyy = m, so 
that 

xM yM      m     .  The indirect utility 
x       y

can then be written as V 

p 

,py ,m      m      . 
x         y

Seeking to obtain utility U0, the compensated demands  xH  ,yH 

U 

,U0  .

x M                  
xH  M  xM 

 
       m  

Differentiating these demands, we 
obtain 

 

in part d), the decomposition is trivial. 

 

px 
 

m 
px  py 2   ; p   0 ; and   x m   p   p  2   .  As

 

X9.38    We define the Hicks decomposition of the change in the ordinary demand, xM, 

following a change in price py as:
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     p  

M                                                  1
 

   1                                        1                                           a                          a   

     p  


 a

 





 a 

a 

xM px , py , m  
 

xH px , py ,U0  



M               xM px , py ,m 
 

py 

 

py 
y    px ,py ,m .       

m [9.30]

For a consumer with a CES utility function, maximizing utility in the usual way, show that:
 

a)   The total 
effect, 

x M px , py , m  
    a   mp  p 

 

    1   
1  a 

 
   a   
1  a        p     a      2 

1  a 

 

.                                 [9.31]

py 1a            x    y                  x                   y

 
   1                       a                            a   

Recall from expression [9.16] that the ordinary demand,  x   mp        p         p            . 
Then differentiating xM with respect to price, 
py: 

1  a 
x 

1  a 
x 

1  a 
y

xM  

mp           a    p       1p       
p       2  (this is quite a straightforward application 

of
py 

1 a 
x 1a 

1 a 
y 

1 a 
x 

1 a 
y

 

the power and chain rules of differentiation).  Collecting terms, we obtain expression [9.31]. 
 

b)   The substitution 
effect, 

x H px , py , m  
    1   mp  p 

 
   1   

1 a 

 
   a   
1  a        p    a      2 

1 a 

 

.                            [9.32]

py 1a            x    y                  x                   y

 

Recall from expression [9.19] that the compensated demand,  xH U 
p 

 
1 

1a    p 
 


1a  p  a      
1

 
1a            .

0   x              x                 y 

Then differentiating xH with respect to price, py, note that once again, price py appears 
only in the expression in brackets, so that we again used the power and chain rules of 

differentiation,
 

obtaining: x    U p 1  a     a   p 1  a  


p  1  a    p 1  a  


 

 . Collecting terms, this simplifies

H 

py 

1                                            1           1               
a 

0    x                 1a     y                      a        x 


a       
1  a  



y 
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1   a      1   a 



3 

3 

1 



in 

  1 

 

to x      
 U 0    p  p    





p  
  




1  a 

 p 
  

 a           
a

 

 

.    We  evaluate  this  expression  for  the  achievable

py 1a 
1                       a                             a       

1   a                 1   a                       1 
x    y                  x                   y

indirect    utility,    given    prices    and   the   amount    available    to   finance    
consumption: 

1  a 

1   a       
a

U0 m px 
  a 

1 a 
a 

 py     



, obtaining expression [9.32].

c)    The income effect,  yMp ,p ,mx   px  py  m 
 mp p  1a p

  

1a  p 1a 


 
.       [9.33]

M        ,   , 

x     y                   m 

 1              a 

x   y               x 
 a     2 

y

This expression follows easily, given that the ordinary demand is linear in the money 
available to finance consumption. 

 
d)   The substitution effect is always positive, and the income effect is always negative. 

Inspecting expression [9.32], we see that for it to take a negative value, 1 – a < 0, so that a 
> 

1.  By assumption,  we exclude such a value.   Similarly since every part of expression 
[9.33] 

must take a positive value, its sign is determined by the negative sign. 

e)   The total effect is always less than the substitution effect. 

Expressions  [9.31] and [9.32] are identical, except for the  
factors 

 
a 

1 a 

 
in [9.31] and 

 
   1   
1a

[9.32].  Subtracting one from the 
other, 

1     a    = 1, so that the substitution effect is always

          

greater. 
 

f)    The total effect is positive if a > 0, and negative if a < 0. 

The total effect is the sum of a positive substitution effect and a negative income effect.  

Its sign (in expression [9.31]) is determined by the factor  
1 

a 
a  

.  Given that a < 1, the 

denominator is always greater than zero, so the sign of this factor is the same as the sign of 

a; that is, there is a positive total effect when a > 0, and a negative total effect when a < 0. 

 
X9.39    In Figure 9.2, we illustrate the effect of a price change on the Marshallian demands, 

xM(px, py, m).  In both panels, m = 2, and initially px = py = 1, with px falling to    2  . In 

Figure 9.2a, the utility function is U: U(x, y) = [x0.5 + y0.5]2; while in Figure 9.2b, the 

utility function is V: 
V(x, y) = [x–1 + y–1]–1. 

a)   Confirm that the budget constraint is initially x + y = 2, but that after the price 
change it may be written 2x + 3y = 6. 

Writing the constraint as pxx + pyy = m, initially, x + y =2; and after the price change,    2  x + 
y = 

2, so 2x + 3y = 6. 

 
b)   Use Expression 9.16 to calculate the ordinary demands before and after the price change.

               
                         


1  a                   

M       M       

       px   

1   a                   



 
      py                       
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Given  the  ordinary  demands,  

x 
,y   

 
m
      a

   a      
, m

      a
 

  a       
, when  a =

    px 
1  a   py 

1  a 

 px 
1  a   py 

1  a 



            2               


2           

0.5,  we   evaluate   these   expressions   as   x M ,y M  m     px                 , m 
    py                  .  We

    p 1 
 p 1    p 1 

 p 1   

      x               y               x 

         p             


y        

 

rewrite  these  in  the  slightly  simpler  form,  xM  ,y M   m       y         , 
 m     px          Initially,

 px  
 px          y  

 py  
 px 

 
y   

     1   

   1   

with budget constraint x + y = 2, we obtain demands  

x M 

,y M 
 

2   

  , 2

   

  

= (1, 1).

   1   1   1   1 
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x 

, 
p 

, 

x y y x 

p 

x 

 

 
After   the   price   change,   with   new   budget   constraint    2x   +   3y   =   6,   we   
obtain:

xM ,yM  6     3 
2  2 3 

 

, 
 6     2 
3  2 3 

1.8 ,0.8 . 
 
 
 

            0.5               


 
 
 
0.5           

When a = -1, we evaluate these expressions as x M ,yM  m     px                    , m 
    py                     .

    p 0.5 
 p 0.5    p 0.5 

 p 0.5   

      x y                x y         

We             rewrite             these             in             the             slightly             simpler             form,

              m  
 

             m             

xM
 ,yM

 

 px
 0.5 p 

 
0.5 
p 0.5  , p 0.5 p 

 
0.5 


0.5    
.  Initially, with budget constraint  x + y = 2, 

y         

we obtain demands  xM  ,yM    2   
, 

  2        = (1, 1).   After the price change, the demands  

are: 
11  11

x    ,y
 
  
 20.5 20.5 

 30.5   30.5 20.5 
 30.5 



1.35,1.10M       M    6             
,             

6                   .

 
 

c)    Confirm  that when a = 0.5, the consumer’s  indirect  utility  increases  from 4 to 5;  
while when a = –1, indirect utility increases from 0.5 to 0.606 (approximately).

When a = 0.5, the indirect utility, V(px, py, m) = U(xH, yM) =  
mpx 

 py   (taken from expression

pX py 

[9.21]). Initially, V(1, 1, 2) = 4; but after the price change, V(2, 3, 6) = 6 5 5 . It 

is straightforward to confirm these calculations by using the ordinary demands 

as the 
arguments of the utility function as well.

When a = -1, the indirect utility, V(px, py, m) = U(xH, yM) =  

mp 

0.5  py 
0.5 2

 .  Initially, V(1, 1, 2)

= 2(1 + 1)-2 = 0.5; but after the price change, V(2, 3, 6) = 620.5 
 30.5 2 

0.606 

. 

 
X9.40    For Cobb-Douglas preferences, we write the utility function, U: U = x0.5y0.5.  

Confirm

y 
M  

that p 0x M 
 

py 

 

, so that the goods lie on the boundary between gross complements and

gross substitutes. 

This follows directly from the argument of X9.38f), where we showed that if a > 0, the 

goods are gross substitutes, but that if a < 0, the goods are gross complements.  This 

utility function represents the case where a = 0, and we have already found the 

Marshallian demands to be 

xM ,yM   m   ,   m   .  For both demand functions, the price of the other good is not an2px 2py

argument, and so the partial derivatives with respect to the other good are both zero. 
 

X9.41    For a pair of net 
complements, 

x H  
 

px 

y H  
 

px 
 0; and x H  

 

y 

y H  
 

py 
 0 , so that as the price of one
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good increases, the Hicksian demands for both goods decrease.  Assuming that there 
are only two goods in the consumption bundle, explain why it is impossible for them to 

form a pair of net complements. 

Two goods in a pair cannot both be net complements.  The substitution effect is shown 

as a movement along an indifference curve, and so, assuming that preferences are well 

behaved, this effect must lead to an increase in consumption of one good and a decrease 

in consumption of the other one. 

 
X9.42    Consider the Cobb Douglas utility function, U(x, y) = x½y½.  Calculate the MRS in 

terms of 

the ratio,  x  , and hence obtain an expression for g .  Show that the elasticity of
 

y                                                                                                      y 
x 

substitution  = 1.
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x 

x 

   a   

1 a 

1 



H   

 

 

We have already shown that MRS =   y  = -g; or that g = -MRS.  Writing the elasticity of

substitution as   dMRS  .  

g

 
, here  dMRS 1, so   MRS 1.

dg       MRS                        dg MRS

 
 

X9.43    Suppose that the elasticity of substitution  = 0.  What do you infer about the effect 
of a change in MRS on the composition, g, of the consumption bundle?  What can 

you say about goods for which  = 0? 
The composition of the bundle is entirely unresponsive to the change in MRS.  The MRS 

changes without the composition of the bundle changing, and this is consistent with the 

MRS not being properly defined for the chosen consumption bundle.  We expect to 

observe this when goods are perfect complements.  At the vertex of the indifference 

curve, the marginal rate of substitution switches from being zero to being undefined, and 

so consumption of that bundle is consistent with any price ratio being set. 

 
X9.44    Suppose that the elasticity of substitution  .  What do you infer about the effect 

of a change in MRS on the composition, g, of the consumption bundle?  What can you 

say about goods for which  ? 

The composition of the bundle responds discontinuously to the change in MRS.  The MRS 
changes infinitesimally but there is a finite change in the composition of the bundle. This 

is consistent with the substitution effect of a price change being very large relative to the 

price change.  We expect to observe this characteristic of demands when goods are close 
to being perfect substitutes.  The indifference curves are then almost linear and so the 

marginal rate of substitution scarcely varies.  A small change in MRS leads to a very large 

change in the composition of the consumption bundle. 

 
X9.45    Consider the general CES utility function, U: U(x, y) = [xa + ya]1/a.  By calculating MRS in 

 y                                                                                                                       1  
 

terms of the ratio,  x  , show that the elasticity of substitution,    1a . Obtain the value 

of 

 when a = 1 and as a  –.  Explain why these calculations are consistent with 

the arguments that you developed in Exercises X9.43 and X9.44.

We have demonstrated that for this function, MRS =   y 1 a  
= -g1 – a; so that g =  



MRS 
1 

1  a  .

Defining the elasticity of 
substitution, 

 

 
   dg    . MRS     1    MRS 1 a  .      MRS   

 

 
   1   

    1     MRS      1    .

dMRS      g 1a 


  MRS 1 a  




               

1a 1 

MRS 1 a
 

1a

When a = 1, then elasticity of substitution is undefined.  But then the goods are perfect 
substitutes, and we expect MRS to take a unique value, as discussed in X9.44.  Similarly, 

as a 

 ,  
1 

1
a  0 , and the goods behave as perfect complements. We have already seen that 

the 

elasticity of substitution is then zero. 

 
X9.46    Using the definition of the Hicksian demands in Expression 9.19, show that 

gH 
 

y     
 px  1  a  

  MRS 1  a  . Confirm that for the Hicksian demands, the elasticity of
1 

 

x H            py 

1 

 

 
   1  
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substitution,    
1a 

.

   1  
 

   1  

From equation [9.19],  p  
1  a xH  p  

1  a yH ; and from the optimization condition defining the 
y                           x 

income expansion path, we see that gH  
y     
 px  1  a  

  MRS 1  a  . The elasticity of

 
1                                       1 

 

x H            py 

   a  
    dg     MRS

 
   1  

 
1  a         MRS  

substitution,    dMRS . dg   1a MRS .                              1       
. 

 MRS 1  a
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X9.47    Given that in X9.46 the income expansion path is linear, explain why the effect of a 

price change on both the Hicksian and the Marshallian demands across a group of 

consumers will depend on the total sum of money used to finance consumption, and 

not on its distribution. 
We have seen that the income expansion path is linear, that ordinary demand functions 

are linear in income, and also that (given our usual formulation of utility so that the 

functions are homogeneous of degree 1), indirect utility is linear in income, while 

compensated demands are linear in utility.  Assuming that all consumers have the same 

preferences, then all will respond to a change in income with proportional increases in 

their demands; and all will demand the goods in the same proportion.  This means that a 
group of consumers who between them have an amount of money to spend, M, will 

collectively make the same 

choices as a single consumer who has this amount M available to finance consumption.



 

Time allocation and the importance of 

volunteering 
Lukas Götzelmann 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Introduction: 
 
 

Not so long ago, I went along to downtown Edinburgh with a couple of fellow students to witness 

the day of the Scottish referendum. I remember it very well; we saw a variety of people who were 

volunteering to ensure that the last undecided voters cast their ballots for a 'yes' or a 'no' – 

whichever side they represented. I also remember that in the evening a heated debate started, 

because one of my friends asked, a little tongue in cheek, what use it is to work voluntarily. 

Because I am politically active in my home country, I therefore know only too well how important 

this type of election campaigning is, and since I also volunteer for a charity (one which works to 

integrate disabled youth into the working world), I quickly challenged my friend. However, the later 

the evening became the more beer flowed, which changed our initial dispute more and more to a 

kind of cosy conversation where everyone held their own view – cracker-barrel philosophy at its 

finest with little meaningful content. 

Nevertheless, I am still firmly convinced that volunteer work is essential in a social state, and also 

yields bilateral utility. For this reason, I would like to take up the above mentioned question again 

within the framework of this essay. 

To deal with it critically and from an economic point of view, I have divided my work into two main 
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parts. First, I will show how one can maximise his utility with a limited time budget and the choice 

between paid work and unpaid voluntary work. Afterwards I want to devote myself to the 

question: does charity work provide a form of payoff, and for which reasons do people spend their 

time on unpaid work, instead of making more money or enjoying their leisure time? The end of 

this work will then be formed by my conclusion. 

 
 
 

 

The agony of choice: 
 
 

Before we can determine the optimal choice for a person, or more precisely an economic agent, 

between work and volunteering, we have to clarify some questions. It is important to define firstly 

the utility function which forms the basis for the decision of the individual, and secondly what 

constrictions the agent might be confronted with. 

To keep the following explanation simple, I will refer to a modified form of the neoclassical labour 

market theory which implies the assumptions of the perfect competitive market. These 

assumptions include, for example, that both producers and consumers are price-takers, which 

means that “neither of the individual agents can affect the market price of the good as well as the 

presumption of a standardized product so that the consumers regard the products of all producers 

as equivalent.“ (Krugman and Wells 2009) 

To describe the aformentioned utility function, we first have to define what generates utility for 

the individual. Let us here assume that the person we are talking about receives utility by 

consuming two goods where the first good is a normal buyable good, denoted by C, and the 

second good is the consumption of volunteering, denoted by V. From this, the utility function 

follows, which we can write mathematically as U (V, C). At this point it should be noted briefly that 

it is essential for our further derivation that we assume that the marginal utilities of this function 
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are diminishing and positive which is δU/δV, δU/δC > 0 and δ²U/δC², δ²U/δC² < 0. 

 
To select the variables V and C so that the individual can maximize his utility, we have to consider 

the fact that there exists a negative tradeoff between the consumption good and the consumption 

of volunteering. To see where this negative tradeoff comes from, we should take a closer look at 

the constrictions which confront the agent. It may seem plausible that the individual has to spend 

the amount of the price of the consumption good, here denoted as P, to buy it. Moreover it seems 

obvious that to get this amount of money they have to work. 

 
 

 

Let us also assume that they get, for every working hour, a wage of w, so that we can derive the 

equation wL = PC for the case where they spend all their income generated through their working 

time, entitled as L, to buying the consumption good. 

Taking into account that they also want to volunteer their time, we are faced with the problem of 

limited time. With a fixed amount of time, denoted as T, they have to decide how they should 

divide their time at the best possible rate, so that T= L+ V. Therefore the negative tradeoff simply 

means the more they work, the more they can buy but the less they can volunteer and vice versa. 

Now that we have derived the utility function and the two auxiliary conditions (wL = PC and T = 

L+V) we are able to dedicate ourselves to the maximization problem. The first step is a simple 

transformation of the additional conditions which yields the equation 0 = wT – wV – PC. 

Afterwards we just have to set up the so called Lagrange-function, which has the following form 

L (V, C, λ) = U(V, C) +  λ * (wT – wV – PC) and deviate the function respective of the different 

variables V, C and  λ. As shown in appendix 1.1, we will get the following solution 

δU/δV /  δU/δC = w/P for our optimization problem if we set our derivations at zero and solve for 

lambda. The left-hand side of this equation shows the proportion of the marginal utilities of 

volunteering and consumption of the buyable good, whereas the right-hand side indicates the ratio 
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of the prices of these goods - or more, simply, the real wage. This means that the individual 

 
reaches the highest indifference curve at the optimal point where the ratio of the marginal utilities 

is equal to the real wage. Point A in Figure 1.2 in the appendix illustrates this. 

To understand Figure 1.2 completely and also get the values for the optimal consumption of the 

consumer good and volunteering, we should at least derive the budget constraint, which results 

from the additional conditions. Taking into account that w, T and P are all exogenous variables, we 

get through a simple deformation of the auxiliary conditions the following budget constraint: C = 

w/P * V + wT/P (a detailed derivation one can find in Appendix 1.3). 

 
 

 

Finally, we just have to specify our utility function, where I have used a normal Cobb-Douglas 

function of the form U(V,C) = V^1/3*C^2/3 to come down with the results for the optimal time 

expenditures. As shown in Appendix 1.4, the rational individual should choose the utility function 

mentioned above, with the amount V* = T - {2T / [2 + (w/P)²]} for volunteering and C* = [2 * (w/P) 

* T] / [2 + (w/P)²] for consumption expenditures to maximize his utility. 

 
Before I will come to my conclusion, I shortly want to dedicate myself to the question of why 

people spend time for charity work or volunteering. 

 
 

 

Individual reasons for charity: 
 
 

Although the previous part of my essay was predominantly mathematical and economical, the 

coming discussion will also examine the question from a philosophical perspective. Perhaps 

readers will now wonder what philosophy has in common with economics - the answer is quite a 

bit. Even some of the most famous economists such as Adam Smith were philosophers before they 

 
became economists. Therefore it is more than justified if we also refer to philosophers to answer 
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this question. Of course this does not mean that we can just think about the advantages of 

volunteering, and assert then without any proof that it yields happiness or other individual 

benefits. Rather, we must rely on scientific research. Meier and Stulzer for example, investigated 

empirically on the German Socio-Economic Panel (GSOEP) for the period between 1985 and 1999 

whether individuals who volunteer are more satisfied with their life. They found that people who 

place more importance on extrinsic life goals relative to intrinsic life goals benefit less from 

volunteering and that volunteering influences happiness. Another result of their survey is that 

happy people are more likely to volunteer. (Meier and Stulzer, 2004) 

Which financial payoffs one can obtain through charity work were examined by Day and Devlin. 

After different investigations they concluded that, on average, volunteers earn about 7 per cent 

higher incomes than non-volunteers, which is why volunteers often have more marketable skills 

and business contacts. (Day and Devlin, 1998) 

One could continue for a long time listing investigations about volunteering and a positive 

correlation regarding happiness or life satisfaction. Examples of empirical findings show that 

volunteers are less prone to depression (Wilson and Musick, 1999) or that their physical health is 

stronger as they grow older (Stephan, 1991). 

Each of the examples mentioned above suggests that volunteering is not only profitable for the 

acceptor but also for the donor, which proves that it is reasonable to get involved in this kind of 

work. 

 
 

 

Conclusion: 
 

Whereas the first part of my essay has listed in detail how an individual can optimize their time 

distribution, the second part should show that there exists several reasons for volunteering. 
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As I have already mentioned, I am also active in voluntary work and consequently know that 

volunteering can often be stressful and time-consuming. Nonetheless it is worthwhile – because 

volunteering can be an enrichment in every respect. So one can collect new experiences, help 

others and expand their horizon. And, even if some happiness or frame of mind cannot be 

measured, Adam Smith made a valid point when he said: “How selfish soever man may be 

supposed, there are evidently some principles in his nature, which interest him in the fortune of 

others, and render their happiness necessary to him, though he derives nothing from it, except the 

pleasure of seeing it.“ (Smith, 1759) 
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Appendix: 
 

 
 

Derivation 1.1 

 
Utility Function and additional conditions 

 
 
 

s.t. 

s.t. 

max U(V, C) 
c,v 

 
wL = PC 

T = V + L 

 

 

Transformation of the additional conditions 

wL = PC <=> L = PC/w 

T = V + L <=> L = T – V 

 
L=L <=> PC/w = T – V 

 
0 = wT – wV – PC 

 
 
 

Lagrange-function 

 
L (V, C, λ) = U(V, C) + λ * (wT – wV – PC)

 
F.O.C I                                        δL/δV = δU/δV – wλ = 0 

 
F.O.C I                                        δL/δC = δU/δC – Pλ = 0 

 
F.O.C I                                        δL/δλ = wT – wV – PC = 0 

 
 
 

Solve for lambda 

 
1/w * δU/δV = λ 

 
1/P * δU/δC = λ 

λ=λ 

δU/δV /δU/δC = w/P 
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Figure 1.2 

 

 
 
 
 

 
Derivation 1.3 

 
Derivation of the budget constraint 

 
 
 

Time constraint                               T = V + L <=> L = T – V 
Consumption constraint                  wL = PC 

 
Insert time constraint in consumption constraint yields: 

 
w*(T -V) = PC 

 
Solve for C to get the budget constraint 

 
C = - w/P * V + wT/P 
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Derivation 1.4 

 
Cobb-Douglas function                      U (V, C) = V^1/3 * C^2/3 

 
F.O.C I                                        δU/δV = 1/3 * V^-2/3 * C^2/3 

 
F.O.C I                                        δU/δC = 2/3 * V^1/3 * C^-1/3 

 
Ratio of marginal utilities                  δU/δV / δU/δC 

= 
1/3 * V^-2/3 * C^2/3 / 2/3 * V^1/3 * C^-1/3 

= 
1/3 * V^-2/3 * C^2/3 * 3/2 * V^-1/3 * C^1/3 

= 
1/2*V^-1 * C^1 

= 
C / 2V 

The optimum                       δU/δV / δU/δC = w/P 

C / 2 V = w/P 

 
V = ( C * w/P) / 2 

 
Insert of V = ( C * w/P) / 2 in budget restriction yields the optimal time spending for volunteering 

 
C = - w/P * [(C * w/P)/2] + wT/P 

C = - [C * (w/P)²]/2 + wT/P 

C + [C * (w/P)²]/2 = wT/P 

 
2C/2 +  [C * (w/P)²]/2 = wT/P 

 
{C * [2 + (w/P)²]}/2 = wT/P 

 
C* = [2 * (w/P) * T] / [2 + (w/P)²] 

Insert C* and solve for V* 

[2 * (w/P) * T] / [2 + (w/P)²] = -w/P * V + wT/P 

w/P * V = - [2 * (w/P) * T] / [2 + (w/P)²] + wT/P 

V* = T - {2T / [2 + (w/P)²]} 
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